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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to examine and relate to one another 
various topological spaces which are generalized from metric spaces. 
Much of elementary topology is used with little or no explanation0 The 
concepts of a topological space, open and closed sets, bases for topo­
logies, limit points, closures of sets, continuous functions, and set 
theory fall into this category. 
In Chapter I, we present some of the basic properties of metric 
and pseudometric spaces, including the notion of the distance between two 
sets0 Although this distance function is not a metric on the entire class 
of subsets of a pseudometric space, it is a metric if the class of sub­
sets is restricted to those which are closures of one-point sets. The 
concept of a quotient space is introduced and used to prove this last 
statemento Chapter I closes, with a discussion of the Hausdorff metric 
for compact subsets of a metric space. Most of the ideas presented in 
this chapter are discussed in Kelly [6] or Hall and Spencer [4] 0 
Proximity spaces, which are defined and studied in Chapter II, 
are generalized from metric spaces by dropping the idea of a distance 
function completely, and postulating certain axioms which are reminis­
cent of the properties of a metric space., We prove that each proximity 
space is a completely regular Hausdorff space and that each metric space 
is a proximity space» Thus the proximity space is a bona fide general­
ization of a metric space,, We introduce the idea of clusters in 
V 
proximity spaces and use this concept to find a complete topological 
characterization of a proximity spacer namely, a topological space is 
a proximity space if and only if it is a dense subspace of a compact 
Hausdorff space,, These last theorems are sketched in the paper by S, 
Leader [?]„ 
Although uniform spaces have been defined in many ways (for example 
see Kelly [6] or Gillman and Jerison [2]), we choose to define a uniform 
space in terms of an arbitrary family of pseudometrics defined on a seto 
The resulting topology, of course, depends on the family of pseudometrics 
and so, in general, different families of pseudometrics generate differ­
ent uniform spaces. We use the idea of uniform continuity to define a 
uniform structure on a given uniform spacej i„e 8, the uniform structure 
is the collection of all pseudometrics which are uniformly continuous on 
the given spaceo It is shown, that the definition of uniform space given 
herein implies the definitions given by Kelly and Gillman and Jerison,, 
It is proved that a uniform space can be completely characterized topo­
logical,^ as a completely regular spacea Hence each proximity space is 
a Hausdorff uniform spacef the converse is also proved. Sufficient con­
ditions for metrizability and pseudometrizability are then obtained,, 
Motivation for this approach is found in Kelly or Gillman and Jerison 
•i 
but the approach in these books is somewhat different from ours 0 
The thesis closes (Chapter IV) with a brief study of a special 
type of space referred to in the literature as a generalized metric 
spaceo We take a slightly different approach, using a generalized 
pseudometric The generalized pseudometric has the properties of a 
vi 
real, pseudo-metric^ but the range of the distance function is no longer 
required to be a subset of the real numbers. Instead, we require merely 
that the distance function have values in a partially ordered group,, 
For our purpose, we choose a rather specific type. We then prove the 
result that a topological space is a generalized pseudometric space if 
and only if it is a uniform space,, The basic ideas of generalized metric 
spaces are presented in Price [8] with one form of our final result to be 
found in Kalisch [5]. 
This study is in no way exhaustive. Our treatment of each partic­
ular space has been directed to getting the results presented and many 
results are not even mentioned. Further, there exist other ways of 
generalizing the concept of distance in a set. For example, see A. 
Goetz [3] or David Ellis [l]. 
C H A P T E R I 
METRIC AND PSEUDOMETRIC SPACES 
Let X be an abstract set. 
Definition 1-1; The function d : X x X -» R (the real numbers) is called 
a metric (or distance) function if and only if 
(1) d(x 3y) = 0 <F> x = y . 
(2) • d ( x , y ) = d ( y , x ) , for every x , y e X. 
(3) d(xfz) < d ( x , y ) + d ( y , z ) , for every x}y}z e X 8 
The metric d generates a topology for X in the following way? 
for x £ X, neighborhoods of the form 
V r(x) = [y|d(x,y) < r, r > o] 
provide a basis for a topology in X 0 This topological space, denoted 
by (X,d), is called a metric space» 
Note that the metric d has the property that d ( x,y) > 0 for 
every x 5y £ X» For replacing y by x in (3) gives 
d ( x , x ) < d ( x , z ) + d(z,x) 
1 
and then (l) and (2) imply that 
0 < 2d(x,z) d(x ?z) > 0 for every x,z £ X . 
2 
Definition 1-2: If the function p : X x X -* R possesses properties 
(2) and (3) of the preceding definition, but property (l) is replaced 
by 
(l 7) p(x,x) := 0 for every x £ X , 
then p is called a pseudometriCo 
That p(x,y) > 0 for every x,y £ X follows as before. 
Sets of the form 
U r ( x ) = f y | p ( x , y ) < r, r > 0 } 
provide a basis for a topology in X. The resulting topological space, 
denoted by ( X , p ) , is called a pseudometric space,, 
Definition 1-3: Let (X,T) be a topological'space. If there exists a 
metric d (or pseudometric p ) on X such that d (or p ) generates 
in X the original topology T, then the space (X,T) is said to be 
metrizable (or pseudometrizable). 
Definition 1-4: Two spaces (X,Tj) and (Y,To) are homoeomorphic 
there exists a function h : X -» Y such h is 1-1, onto, continuous 
and h _ 1 is also continuous. The function h is called a homeomorphism0 
Theorem 1-1; Let (X,T1) be a metrizable space and suppose that the 
space (Y,T ) is homeomorphic to (X,T ). Then the space (Y,T ) is 
also metrizableo 
Proofs Since (X,T1) and ft,T ) are homeomorphic, there exists a 
homeomorphism h s X Y. 
3 
Let x,y e Y„ Then there exist unique points u,v e X such 
that f(u) = x, f(v) = y s Define d (x, y) = d (u,v), where d is 
the metric of (X,T 1) B Then 
(1) dg(x,x) = d1(u,u) = 0 . 
(2) d 2(x,y)' = 0 ~> d1(u,v) = 0 u = :v x = y, 
(3) d (x,y) = d1(u,v) = d1(v,u) = dg(y,x) . 
(4) d 2(x ?y) = d1(u,v) < d1(u,s) + d1(s,v) = dg(x,z) + 
d0(z>y)> where z e Y and h(s) z. 
Hence d is a metric on the set Y. 2 
To show that d generates the topology T on Y, let 0 be 
2 2 
an open set in (Y,T ) with y e Cv Then h _ 1(0) is open in (X,T ) 
2 1 
and there exists an r > 0 such that 
V r(u) = {vld^u^v) < r, r e X } C h - 1 ( 0 ) , 
where u ~ h - 1 ( y ) 0 
Thus h[V r(u)]C0 o Then (by double inclusion), 
h[V (u)] = {x|d (x,y) < r, x e Y} 
It follows that 0 is open in the topology generated by d g 
on Y„ 
A similar type argument shows that if 0 is open in the topology 
generated by d on Y, then 0 is open in (Y,T ) . 
Theorem 1-2? Suppose (X,d) is a metric space. Let (X x X, T ) be 
the product space of X with itself and T be the product topologyo 
Then the metric d s X x X R isa continuous function* 
4 
Proof: Let 0 be an open subset of R. Then let (x,y) e d - 1(0) CZ 
X x X. Let h = d(x,y) e 0. Choose 6 such that r e (h - 6, h + 6) 
r £ 0. Let 
A = {(x,y)|d(x,x) < |, d (y,y) < |} . 
Then A is open in the product topology and if x,y e A, we have 
d(x,y) < d(x,x) + d(x,y) + d(y,y) < | + h + | 
d(x,y) < h + 6 . 
Similarly, 
d(x,y) < d(x,x) + d(x,y) + d(y,y) < d(x,y) + 6 
d(x,y) > h - 6 . 
Hence 
h - 6 < d(x,y) < h + 6 
= ^ d(x,y) e (h - 6, h + & ) C 0 . 
=-> d(A) C O . 
Hence d is continuous. 
Definition 1-5; Two subsets A and B of a topological space (X,T) 
are said to be separated <^> A ^ 9 , B ^ 9 > and (A P i B) U (A f l B) = q 
Theorem 1-3: Two disjoint subsets A and B of a space (X,T) are 
separated <F4> A ^ 9 > B ^ 9 anc* each is both open and closed in A U B, 
Proof; If A and B are separated, then (A P | B) [j (A f] B) = 9 <F^> 
A 0 B = 9 and A f) B = 9 . Now J 0 B = 9 < ^ B contains no limit 
5 
points of A B is open in A ( J B <=> A is closed in A ( J B. 
Similarly, A 0 B = cp <N> A is open in A \ J B <=> B is closed 
in A U B. 
After noting that by definition of separated, A ^  cp, B ^  cp, the 
theorem follows at once. 
Definition 1-6: A subset A of a topological space (X,T) is connected 
<t-^> A is not the union of two separated sets. 
Definition 1-7: Let (X^d) be a metric space. Suppose A and B are 
two nonempty subsets of (X,d)„ The distance between . A and B, denoted 
by D(A,B) is defined as follows: 
D(A,B) = inf [d(x,y)|x e A, y e BJ . 
Note that since d(x,y) > 0 for every x e A, y e B, than 
D(A,B) always exists and D(A,B) > 0 . 
Theorem 1-4: Let A and B be nonempty subsets of a metric space 
(X,d). If x e A, y e B, then 
(1) 0 < D(A,B) < d ( x , y ) . 
( 2 ) D ( x,A) = 0 x £ A . 
(3) Let H = A x B. Define f : H -» R as follows: For 
any x £ H, write x - (x^x^), x^e A, x g£ B; then let f(x) = d f x ^ x ) . 
Then f is continuous on H. 
(4) Further, if A £ cp, B ^  cp, A 0 B = cp, A and B are com­
pact, then D(A,B) > 0 . Moreover, 3 a £ A, b £ B a d ( a , b ) = D(A,B). 
6 
Proofs (l) 0 < D(A,B) ffollows from the remarkfbefore the theorem, 
D(A,B) = inf { d(x , y)|x e A, y e B} < d ( x , y ) for x £ A, 
y e B, follows from the definition of infimum. 
(2) d(x,A) = 0 inf [ d ( x , y ) | y e A} = 0 . <=> every 
neighborhood of x . contains points of A. <=^ x e A. 
(3) Since A x B C.X x X, this assertion follows immediately 
from Theorem 1-2. 
(4) Suppose D(A,B) = 0. Then inf { d(x , y)|x e A, y e B} = 0. 
Thus, for each n = 1,2, ..., there exists x^ £ A, y ^ £ B for which 
d(x n,y n) < ^ . Since A is compact, there exists a subsequence of {x^} 
which converges to a point of A 0 Call this limit point x. For nota-
tional convenience we will assume that the entire sequence { x n} con­
verges to x. Since B is compact, there exists a subsequence of {y n} 
which converges to a point y of B. Again, for convenience, we assume 
that the entire sequence { y n } converges to y . Now since by (3) d 
is continuous on A x B, we have 
lim d(x n,y n) = d ( x , y ) . 
But d(x , y ) < ~ for n - 1,2, gives 
lim d(x , y ) = 0 d ( x , y ) = 0 =$> x = y . 
n-*°o 
Since x £ A^ y £ B, then- A H B ^  cp, a contradiction, so D(A,B) > 0. 
Now let 6 = D(A,B) < 6 + ^  for n = 1,2, ... . Using an iden­
tical argument as above, we obtain the existence of a £ A, b £ B such 
7 
that as n co, x a, :• y -* b, and d(x , y ) < 6 + ~ . Hence 
lim d(x ,y ) = d(a,b) < 5 . 
n -»oo
 n n 
But 
b = inf {d(x,y)| x e A, y e BJ, 
so 
6 < d(a,b) d(a,b) = 5 = D(A,B). 
Theorem 1-51 If A is a fixed subset of a pseudometric space, then 
D(A,x) is a continuous function of x relative to the pseudometric 
topologyo 
Proof; Let e > 0 be giveno Since for x,z £ X, y £ A, 
p(x,y) < p(x,z) + p(z,y) 
then, 
inf {p(x,y)} < p(x,z) + inf {p(z,y)} . 
y £ A y £ A 
Hence 
D(x,A) < p(x,z) + D(z,A) 
D(x,A) - D(z,A) < p(x,z) . 
Interchanging x and z gives 
D(z,A) - D(x,A) < p(x,z) . 
Thus 
|D(x;,A) - D(z,A) | < p(x,z) . 
Now if for fixed x £ X, we require that p(x,z) < e, we have |D(x,A) - D(z;,A)| < £ 
D(x,A) is continuous in x • 
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Theorem I-6s Let (X,p)« be a pseudometric space1 and let A C X , Then 
A = {X|D(X,A) = 0} . 
Proofs Let B = {X|D(X,A) = o} . If we let » 
f(x) = D(x,A), 
then f _ 1 ( 0 ) - B0 Clearly A d B and since f is continuous, B is 
closed so A CZ B. 
Now suppose y e B0 Then D(y,A) = 0 every neighborhood of 
y contains points of A y £ A. Hence BCZA. 
It follows then that A = B0 
Definition I-8s A topological space (X,T) is normal for each 
disjoint pair of closed subsets A and B, there exist disjoint open 
sets U and V such that A CZu and B C Z V . 
Theorem 1-7; Each pseudometric space (X,p) is normal. 
Proofs Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets of a pseudometric 
space (X,p) and let D(x,A) and D(x,B) be the distance from x to 
A and B respectively. 
Let 
U = [x|D(x,A) - D(x,B) < 0} 
and , 
V = {x|D(x,A) - D(x,B) > 0} . 
That the function f defined by f(x) = -D(x,A) - D(x,B) is con­
tinuous follows at once from Theorem 1-5. Hence U and V are open 
9 
sets in (X,p)„ Clearly U fl V = cp
 e 
Since A is closed, by Theorem 1-6, we have 
A = { x | D ( x , A ) = O}. 
Again using Theorem 1-6, 
B = [x|D(x,B) = O}. 
So if x e A 5 then D(x.5B) > 0. Therefore D ( x , A ) - D(x,B) < 0 if 
x £ A and thus x £ U 0 Hence A CTU. By analogous reasoning, BCZV8 
Thus (X,p) Is normal. Several definitions now need to be, made. 
Definition 1-9; If (X,p ) and (Y,p ) are pseudometric spaces, and 
f s X Y , then f is an isometry <^> p (x,y) = p (f(x),f(y) ) for 
every x,y £ X
 0 
Note that if A and B are nonvoid subsets of X such that 
D (A,B) > 0, then we have 
D (A,B) > D (A,X) + D(X,B) = 0, 
since the space X is zero distance from each subset of X. Thus the 
triangular inequality failsj therefore D Is not pseudometric 
We will soon see, however, that for a certain subclass of the 
class of subsets of X, the function D is actually a metric on elements 
of that subclass0 But first, we need some results about quotient spaces0 
Definition 1-10; An equivalence relation R defined on X is a col­
lection of ordered pairs (x,y), where x £ X, y e X which possesses 
10 
the following properties; Let x,y9z be arbitrary elements of X. 
Then 
(1) (x,x) e FL 
(2) (x,y) e R <^> (y,x) e R. 
(3) (x,y) e R, (y,z) e R {x,z) e R, 
We use the notation xRy interchangeably with (x,y) e R* 
If x E X, the set 
R[x] = [y|y e X, xRy] 
is called an equivalence class.. Clearly if z eRCxj., then x e RCzJ, 
and R[x] = R[z] 0 The collection ^ of all distinct equivalence classes 
is a disjoint collection, of subsets of X whose union is X. 
The mapping P defined by the equation 
P(x) •= R[x] 
is called the projection of X onto the collection — of equivalence 
classes* If A C X , we denote by R [ A] the set 
R[A] = [x|xRy for some y e AJ- , 
Let %c~ {U|UC|, P _ 1(U) is open in x} , 
We wish to show that the collection ^ is a topology in p . 
n 
We note that cp and — are both members of 1(. Let U = f*) U, be 
K
 k=i 
n 
a finite intersection of members of %(<> Then P _ 1[U] ~ C\ P~1(U, ) 
k=i K 
follows easily by double inclusion., Since P " 1 ^ ) is open in X, 
then so is P _ 1 [ U ] . Thus U • , 
11 
Now let U = v_y I. * be an arbitrary unfLoR of members of 7/ . 
iel 1 
Then P-1[u] = L_J P - 1(U.), again by double inclusion. As before. 
iel 
P _ 1(u\) open in- X =^ > P_1[u] is open in X also. Therefore U e 
Hence Z(, is a topology for — , 
Definition I-11; If (X,T) is a topological space, R is an equiva­
lence relation on X, P is the projection of X onto the collection 
~ of equivalence classes, then the collection^ as defined above is 
K 
called the quotient topology for — (relative to P and T) and the 
K 
pair (X,^) is called the quotient space*, 
The quotient topology is easily seen to be the largest topology 
( i 0 e o , the topology containing the most open sets) for — for which P 
is continuouso 
Definition 1-12; A function f ; (X,T±) -* (Y,Tg) is called open 
the image under f of each open set is open. Similarly, f is closed 
the image under f of each closed set is closed. 
Theorem 1-8; If the projection P of (X,T) onto the space (—, fy.Q) •X e \ 
is continuous and open, "then is the quotient topology* 
X 
Proof; Let U be a subset of ~ such that P-1(u) is open. Then 
U = P[P~1(U)] is open relative to since P is an open map* 
Thus each set open relative to the quotient topology is open relative 
to %( c Hence the quotient topology is contained in %/. ° Now 
'o * "o 
the quotient topology is the largest topology for X / R 
12 
for which P is continu|)us|e Therefore the q u o t i e n t topology contains 
Z(q o It follows that is the quotient topology. 
Theorem 1-9; Let P be the projection of ( X , T ) onto the quotient 
s p a c e ( X / R , U ) . Then P is an open mapping <$=^ > A is an open 
subset of X = ^ R[A] is open in ( X , T ) . 
Proofs (==>) For each open subset A of X , we have 
R [ A ] = P - 1 [ P [ A ] ] . 
If P is open, then P[A] is open* Since the mapping P ; 
(X, T ) -> ( X / R , U ) is continuous, then P _ 1 [ P [ A ] ] = R[A] is open. 
( ) Now suppose for each open set A in ( X , T ) , then 
P~ 1 [P[A] ] is open in ( X , T ) 0 Then by definition of the quotient topo­
logy, P[A] is ope.no Hence P is an open mapping. 
We now return to our earlier discussion of the function D(A,B) 
defined on subsets of X x X and show that D is actually a metric on 
the elements of a certain subclass of the class of subsets of X. 
Let ( X , p ) be a pseudometric space and let be the family of 
all sets of the form {x}, i.e„, the closure of a one-point set e Since 
f x } is the set of all points y for which p ( x,y) = 0, then the family 
of subsets of X is the quotient X/R, where R is the equivalence 
relation 
xRy p ( x , y ) = 0 . 
13 
Theorem 1-10; Let (x,p) be a pseudometric space and let be the 
family of all subsets of X of the form fx] for x £ X and for 
members A and B of J ^ " , let D(A,B) = inf(p(x,y)| x £ A, y £ B} . 
Then D) is a metric space whose topology is the quotient topology 
for J Q - and the projection of X onto is an isometry. 
Proofs Suppose x.,y,u,v £ X and u £ fx}, v £ [y}„ Then p(x,u) = 
0 •- p( y, v) o Thus 
p(u,v) < p(u,x) + p(x,y) + p(y,v) = p(x,y) . 
Further 
p(x sy) < p(x,u) + p(u,v) + p(v,y) = p(u,v) . 
Hence 
p(x,y) p(u,v) . 
Now for 
A, B • £ 
D(A,B) = inf [p(x,y)|x e A, y e B} . 
But by the above argument, p(x,y) is constant for x £ A, y £ B. 
Therefore 
D(A,B) = p(x,y), for any x £ A, y £ B . 
Then, A, B, C £ x £ A, y £ B , z £ C =5> 
(1) D(A,B) = p(x,y) = p(y,x) = D(B,A) . 
(2) D(A,C) = p(x,z) < p(x,y) + p(y,z) = D(A,B) + D(B,C) 
(3) If A = B, then D(A,B) = D(A,A) = p(x,y) - 0 for 
any x, y £ A 0 
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(4) If D(A,B)l=0, then p(x,y) = D(A,B) = 0 for 
every x £ A« y £ B0 Hence 
x £ [y] = B for every x £ A ==$> A CTB . 
Similarly,, we conclude that B CTA so A = BA 
Therefore D is a metric on and clearly the projection 
P : (XPp) -* (o£~<p D) is an isometry0 
We must now show that the topology of (c^D) is the same as the 
quotient topology for o^9-„ 
Let U be an open set in (X,p)„ Let x be an arbitrary point 
in U 0 Then there exists an r > 0 such that 
[y|p(x,y) < r} C U , 
since sets of the indicated form are a basis for the topology of (X,p)„ 
Now since p(x,y) = D(A,B), where A .= {x},- B = {y}, it follows 
that 
2 £ [y|p(x,y) < r} <N> Jz}
 e {{y} v({x},Jy}) < r} . 
Therefore., 
{ M I D( W . M ) < c Uw. 
ZE\J 
It is easily seen now that the projection P for which P(x) = 
fx] is continuous and open from (X,p) to (*&;D). Then, by Theorem 
1-8? D generates the quotient topology on 
15 
The Hausdorff Metric for Subsets 
Let (X,d) be a metric space of finite diameter. L e t fl be 
the family of all nonempty closed subsets of (X,d). For r > 0 and 
A e f\9 let 
V r ( A ) = [ x | d ( x , A ) < r} . 
Define, for A,B £ P , 
d ' ( A,B) ± inf {r |A C ^ B ) , , B C V ( a ) } . 
Then d ; is called the Hausdorff metric It is not the same as 
D(A,B) since if A Pi B £ 9 and A £ B , then D (A,B) = 0, However if 
(A, B £ f\), we have d ' ( A,B) > 0 S Further, the two concepts are dif­
ferent even if D(A^B) > 0. 
Theorem 1-1.11 (A,d') is a metric space and the function f : X -» fa 
defined by the equation 
f(x) = {x} 
is an isometry of X onto a subspace of (\ • 
Proofg We first show that dy is a metric on A• Let A , B £ P[ . 
Suppose d ' ( A,B) :- 0 but assume A =|= B° Then either there exists an 
x £ A for which x £ B or vice versa a Without loss of generality, 
assume the former,, Then D(x,B) > 0. Thus if A C Z V ^ B ) , then 
r > D(x,B) 0 Then d ' ( A,B) = inf { r | A C V r ( B ) , B d V ( A ) } > D(x,B) > 0. 
But d ' ( A,B) = 0 by hypothesiso This contradiction implies A = B. 
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We must now show that A = B implies d'(A,B) = 0. By definition, 
d''(A,B) = inf (r|ACy,(B), B C V (A) }„ We note that B C V (B) for 
each r > 0. Since A = B, then A C V (B) for each r > 0. Similarly, 
B C V r ( A ) for each r > 0O Hence d'(A,B) = 0. 
It is trivial that d'(A,B) = d ' ( B 5A). Now for the triangular 
inequality! Let A,B,C E f\a Let 
R 1 = [r|ACV R ( B ) , B Q ( A ) } . 
RS ( r | B C V r ( C ) , C Q ( B ) j . 
R 3 = ( r | A C V r ( C ) , C C V r ( A ) j . 
Let r_L E R^9 r g E RG 0 We will show that r 1 + r 2 e 3^" a ^ e a n 
arbitrary point of A„ Then since r 1 E R 1 ? it follows that D(A,B) < 
T^O Thus, there exists b e B for which d(a,b) < 1 .^ Similarly, if 
rc £ Ro-' "then D(b,C) < r . Again, there exists a c E C such that 
d(b,c) < r - Thus since d is a metric, we have 2 
d(a,c) < d(a,b) + d(b,c) < r 1 + r g. 
Hence 
inf [d(a,x)|x e C] < d(a,c) < r i + r g 
or 
D(a,C) < r + r . S
 1 2 
Therefore, a E V ;
 + (C). Since a is an arbitrary point of A, 
then A C V ^ (C). 
ri + R2 
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Similarly, one can show that C C V R + R ( A ) • S O R 1 + R 2 £ R 3 
l 2 
Thus 
inf [r|r e R g } < inf + r j i ^ £ R ± , r g £ R g } 
and 
d7(A,C) < inf [ r j ^ £ R ^ + inf { r j ^ £ R ^ 
d 7 (A,G) < d 7 (A,B) + d 7 (B,C) . 
Thus d' is a metric and with the topology generated by d 7, 
(A5d7) is a metric space* 
We now establish the asserted isometry*, Let f(x) = [x] for 
x £ X 0 Since (X,d) is a metric space, all one-point sets are closed. 
Hence fx} £ f\. We will show that if x,y £ X, then 
d(x,y) - d7({x},{y}) , 
so that f is an isometry0 Now 
d'({x}.,{y}) = inf { r | { x } C V r ( { y } ) , { y } C V r ( W ) } • 
Suppose {x} C V R ({y})° Then D(X${Y}) < r 1 and further 
l 
d(x,y) inf {d(x»y)|y e {y}} - D(X, {y}) < r ± . 
d(x,y) < inf |r|{x} CVr((y))} , 
d(x,y) < inf {r|{x} CVr((y}),{y} CVr((x))} . 
bus 
d(x,y) < d'({x},{y}) . 
Therefore 
so 
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o n 
Now let ~ d(x.c,y). Then d(x,y) < r^ + —, for n = l.,2, 
Hence 
inf-jd(x,y) | y £ {y}}- < r Q + ~ 
and 
which gives 
or 
so that 
inf{d(x,y)| x £ {x}} < r Q + ^ 
<*>M) < r o + n 
x £ V r + i ( M ) ' Y £ V r + i ( W ) ' 
o n o n 
W c v r t i [ y ) c v r + i ( W ) , 
o n o n 
for each n ~- 1,25 . Therefore 
d' ({x}{y}^ < r^ + ~ for n - 1,2, «,.. . 
It follows that 
d
' ( W 4 y } ) ^ r 0
 = d( x>y) • 
Hence d(x 5y) = d' ('{x}, {y}^ ) and f is an isometry of X onto the 
subspace of f\ consisting of all one-point sets 0 
CHAPTER II 
PROXIMITY SPACES 
A. Basic Properties 
Definition II-ls A proximity relation P in a set X is a binary rela 
tion (A,B) £ P (read "A is close to B") defined on subsets of X 
such that the following axioms holds 
(1) If (A,B) £ P, then (B,A) £ P . 
(2) (A,X) £ P 4=$> A + cp . 
(3) (AU B, C) £ P <N> either (A,C) £ P or (B,C) £ P. 
(4) If for every E C X , either (A,E) £ P or (B,X - E) £ P 
then (A,B) £ P« 
(5) If x and y are points in X and (x:<y) £ P, then 
x = y 0 
The pair (X, P). is called a proximity space0 We say A is 
remote from B <F$> (A,B) | P, 
Theorem II-ls If A C C , BClD, and (A,B) £ P, then (C 5D) e P . 
Proof; By ( 3 ) , since (A,B) e P, then (A U C,. B). e P and hence 
(A U C, B U D) £ P 9 But A U C = C , B U D = D , so (C,D) £ P . 
Theorem II-2; If A 0 B + cp? then (A,B) £ P„ 
Proofs Suppose (A,B) ^ P. Then by (4), there exists E d X such that 
(A,E) i P and (B,X - E) £ P. Now A 0 BCZA, so by Theorem II-l, we 
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have (A.flB,E) £ P. Similarly Afl B C B = ^ (AOB, X - E) | P. 
Then (E U (X - E), A f] B ) i P => (X, A 0 B) fc P, by (3). Hence, 
by (2) A H B = cp, a contradiction. 
Theorem II-3; (cp,A) P for every AC X* 
Proof: By (2), (cp,X) P. Now let A C X ; then by Theorem II-l, 
(<P,A) K P. 
Theorem II-4: If there exists x e X such that (x,A) e P and (x,B) 
e P, then (A,B) £ P, 
Proof: Suppose (A,B) £ P: then by (4), there exists E CX such that 
(A-,E) it P and (B, X - E) J; P. Now let X £ Xj then either x e X - E 
or x £ E. If x £ E, then (A,x) £ P: If x £ X - E, then (B,x) t p» 
Hence, either (A,x) £ P or (B,x) £ P for every x £ X, a contradiction*, 
Definition II-2s If A CX, the closure of A, denoted by A, is the 
set of all points x of X for which (x,A) £ P. 
Theorem II-5s If A CX, then A = A. 
Proof; Clearly AC A. Let x £ A <, Then (x,A) £ P. We wish to show 
that (x,A) £ P. Suppose not: then by (4), there exists ECX such that 
(x,E) I P and (A, X - E) fe P. If y £ A, then (y,A) £ P. Hence 
y £ X - E since otherwise, we would have (A, X - E) £ P. Thus y £ A 
=> y £ E. So ACE. Since (x,E) £ P, then (x,A) £ P, a contradic­
tion,, Therefore (x,A) £ P = > x £ A. Hence A CA* 
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Theorem II-6; • (A,B) e P ^ > (A,B) e Po ? ^ 
Proof: ( ) This implication follows trivially from Theorem II-l, 
since A CI A, B <ZB 9 
( <^ = ) Suppose (A,B) 4 P 0 Then there exists E d X for which 
(A,E) £ P and (B, X - E) J P e Arguing as in Theorem II-5, we conclude 
that B C E . Thus (A,E) £ P =5> (A,"B) £P. Thus, there exists E* C X 
such that (A,E*) £. P and (B, X - E*) £ P« Again repeating the argu­
ment of Theorem II-5, we conclude that A d X - E* 9 Therefore, 
(B, X - E*) J P =v> (B,A) ^ P, a contradiction| so (A,B) e P. 
Definition II-3; A topological space (X,T) is completely regular 4=?> 
for each closed set C d X and point xq £ C, there exists a continuous 
function f s X •* [0,l] in such a way that f(xq) = 0 and f(x) = 1 
for each X e C„ 
Theorem 11-7 s If we define an open set as the complement of a closed 
set (a set is closed if it is equal, to its closure), the collection of 
open sets thus defined constitute a topology in X, so that (X,p) Is 
a topological space0 
Proof t It is clear that X = X and <p =q <pa Thus both X and <p are 
open and closed0 
We will show that the intersection of any collection of closed 
sets is closedo Let C = fl C. be an intersection of closed sets 
iel 
[c.}o Then if (x,C) e P, we have (X, C.) e P for each i e l 
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x e C. for each i £ I since C. is closed*, Thus x £ C so C is 1 1 
CLOSEDO 
We need to prove now that the union of a finite number of closed 
n 
sets is closedo Let C :-: l^ J C. be such a union*, Suppose (x, C) £ P. 
Using (3) a finite number of times gives the existence of at least one 
C. for which (x,C.) £ P X e C. since C. is closed* thus J
 N J J J 
x £ L_J C. =• Co So C is closed*, Hence the collection, of open sets 
i=i 
thus defined impose a topology on X1*, 
Theorem II-8; Every proximity space (X,P) is a completely regular 
Hausdorff space0 
Proof; We first show that (X,P) is Hausdorff*, Let xsy £ X, x ^  y» 
Then (x.,y)fcP, by ( 5 ) . Thus., there exists E C X such th^ rt (x.,E) £ P 
and (y, X - E) ^ P, by (4). Then by Theorem II-6, (x,E) £ P and 
(y, X - E) t P- B y Theorem II-2, x £ X - E and y £ X - (X - E ) . 
Note that X - E C X - E and X - (X - E) C E » Hence, since (X - E) 
H E = <p, then (X - E) P| [X -(X - E)] = cp*, So (X,P) IS Hausdorff, 
The following proof that (X,P) is completely regular is con­
structive and IS patterned after the proof of the well-known Urysohn's 
Lemma *> 
Let x £ X. Let U be an open set (ICE*,,, X - U is closed) 
o -
such that Xq £ U. Our purpose is to construct a continuous function 
f j X [0,1] such that f(x ) = 0 and f(y) = 1 for y £ X - U. 
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Now x eU => x X - U = X - U9 Thus (x , X - U) k P, o o v * o' v 
Therefore there exists EC X for which (X - U, E) £ P and 
(xq., X~E) P^. So (xq, X - E) fe P => xq e X - (X - E). 
Since (X - U, E) P, then (X - U, 5) £ P. Let, = X -
(X - E), an open set* Note that xq e Ai# Since (X — U, E) £ P and 
AiCE, we have (X - U, AjJ £ P =5> (X - U, Aj £ P. By Theorem II-2, 
2 2 2 
A^  0 (X - U) = cp, so Ai_d U. This is the first step in our construc-
2 2 
tion„ 
Now xq e Aj^e, an open set, so by the procedure just outlined, with Ai replacing U, we can find an open set Ai such that x e Ai 2 4 o 4-
and (X - Aj^, AjJ £ P so that AiCAi. 
Also, since (X - U, Ax) £ P, there exists E C X for which 
2" 1 
(X - U, Ej (kP and (A1? X - E) k PB Define A0 = X - (X - EJ and 
1 "o" 1 O -L 
then A is operu Further, X - A = (X - E ) gives {A13 X - A ) £ P 
3^ 3 1 "o" 3 
~ 4 4 '4 
=^  A^CA O Noticing that ACE, we have (X - U, A ) I P 2 ^ 1 ^ 4 4 4 
(X - U, As)i}P ^A^CU. 
4 '4 
At the n"^  stage of the process, we will have 2n_1 open sets 
A
 1 , Ag, oo., Agn,! such that F> in "in" 
IP" 2^  n^— 
We continue this process indefinitely so that for each dyadic number 
h/2n, there exists an open set ^yl/2n suc^ ^hat 
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Xo £ V i C A A C A h±i C U* K h<2 n-1. 
2n 2n 2n 
We now define f: X -> [0,l] as follows: if x e for every 
dyadic fraction t «, then f(x) = 0; otherwise f(x) = sup [t|x £ A., 
t a dyadic fraction}*. Clearly Xq e A^ for every dyadic fraction t. 
Hence f(x ) = 0. 
o 
Further, since A^CI U for every dyadic fraction t, then if 
X e U, x A^ for any dyadic fraction t. So for x £ U, 
f(x) = sup [t | x t A^, t a dyadic fraction} = 1. 
Note the trivial fact that 0 < f(x) < 1 for every x £ X. So f : X -> 
[0,1]. 
We must now establish continuity of f. Let x £ X, 
Case I; (0 < f(x) < l) Let £ > 0 be given0 Choose two dyadic frac­
tions t and t so that 
l 2 
f ( x ) - £ < t 1 < f(x) < t 2 < f(x) + £ . 
Then consider the open set A, - A. . Note that x £ A, and since 
t 2 t± t 2 
there exists a dyadic fraction t* such that t^ < t* < f(x), we have 
x k A x.. Since A x CL A.*, we have x t A, . Thus x £ A - A 
t* t ± t* t ± t 2 ± ± 
Let y be any point of A - A . Then 
f(y) = sup [t| t is a dyadic fraction, x t A^} < t 
f(y) > t ± . 
and 
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Then 
f(x) - e < t < f(y) < t < f(x) + £ 
=5> - £ < f(y) - f(x) < £ 
|f(y) - f(x)| < £ . 
So f is continuous at x „ 
Case II; f(x) = 0 or f(x) = 1 is handled similarly,, 
So (X,P) Is completely regular,. 
The next theorem shows that the metric spaces are actually a sub­
class of the proximity spaces* 
Theorem II-9; Let (X$d) be a metric space* Then define (A,B) e P 
<M> D(A,B) = Oo Then (X,P) is a proximity space* 
Proofs (l) (A,B) £ P = ^ (B,A)
 £ P followsfrom D(A,B) = D(B,A) . 
(2) (A„X) £ P D(A,X) = 0 4=$> A ^ <p . 
(3) (A U B, C) £ P <^> D(A U B, C) = 0 4=$> either D(A,C)=0 
or D(B,C) = 0 <=> (A,C) £ P or (B,C) £ P . 
(4) Suppose (A,B) t P| then D(A,B) = h > 0 o Let 
E - [x|D(x,A) < |} . 
Then A C E 
and B C X - E„ Note that D(B, E) > 
h 
2 and D(A, X - E) 
> h 
2 
Hence (B,E) £ P and (A,X - E) t P. So (4) holds* 
(5) If (x,y) £ Pj then 
Since d is 
a metric, x = y D 
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Since closures of sets in (X, d) and (X,P) are equivalent, it 
is easily seen that the topologies in (X,d) and (X,P) are equivalent0 
Note that in step (5), our proof would have failed if d had 
been only a pseudometric It is easily seen that if the pseudometric 
space (X,p) is to be a proximity space, it is necessary and sufficient 
that p be a metric 
Definition II-4; A topological space , (X,T) is normal 4=5> for any two 
disjoint closed sets, and C , there exist disjoint open sets, 0^ 
and O , in (X,T) such that C 1 CI 0 1 and C 2 CZ 02* 
Theorem II-10s Each compact Hausdorff space (X,T) is normal• 
Prooft This is a standard theorem in topologyo The reader may consult 
Kelly [6], page 141, Theorem 5-9, for the proof-
Theorem II-lls Each compact Hausdorff space (X,T) is a proximity 
space if we define 
(A,B)
 £p <^> aHb =)  9
 0 
Proof; (l) (A,B) £ P =$• A f ) B ^ B(1a 9^ (B,A) e P „ 
(2) (A.X) £ P ^  Aflx^ tp A + cp O A + 9
 fl 
(3) (A U B, C) £ P <F$> ('MjB) 0 C + cp <^> (A UB) Hc + cp 
(A H C) U (B fl C) ^  9 <F-^> either A H C ^ 9 or i f l c ^ 
(AX) £ P or (B,C) £ P o 
(4) Suppose (A,B) i Po Then aO B = 90 Now since (X,T) is 
compact and Hausdorff, then (X,T) is normal» So there exist open sets 
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E and F, for which 
ACE., BCF, and eP\f = 9
 0 
Then A H (X - E) = 9 =3> (A, X - E) £ P (since X - E is closed). 
Further B 0 (X - F) = 9 B f I E = 9 since I CX - F Q Hence 
(B,E) i P. Thus (4) holdso 
(5) Suppose (x,y) e P„ Then since X is Hausdorff, (x.,y) 
e P JxJ 0 [yj =|= 9 =^ xfiy f cp = ^ x = y « 
B Q Clusters in Proximity Spaces 
We will now consider special subclasses (called clusters) of the 
class of all subsets of a space XQ The use of these special subclasses 
will enable us to prove a very important result about proximity spaces^ 
namely, a complete topological characterization of a proximity space* 
Definition II-5; A cluster fi from a proximity space (X,P) is a 
class of subsets of X satisfying? 
(a) If A,B £ fi, then (A,B) £ Po 
(b) If (A,C) E P for every C £ fi, then A £ fi . 
(c) If A U B £ fi, then either A £ fi or B £ fi
 0 
Intuitively, a cluster might be thought of as a maximal class of 
subsets of X which are"pairwise close*" 
We now state some elementary results about clusters.. In the fol­
lowing discussion, we shall sometimes refer to a one-point set [x] as 
a point x, 
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Theorem II-12; Let (X,P) be a proximity space and let x e X„ Let 
Q = { A | A C X, (A,x) £ P} „ Then Q is a cluster* 
Proof: That Q satisfies (a) follows immediately from Theorem II-4* 
Suppose that (A,B) £ P for every A £ QA The point x £ Q 
since (x,x) £ P by Theorem II-2. Thus (x,B) £ P B £ Q , so (b) 
is satisfied,, 
Now suppose A U B £ Q. Then by axiom (3), we have immediately 
that either A £ Q or B £ Q so (c) is satisfied*, 
Theorem 11-13: Suppose a point x is a member of a cluster QM9 then 
Q = [ A | A C X , ( A , X) £ P} . 
Proof: Suppose B e Q*. Then by (a), (B,x) £. P. Thus B £ [ A | A C X , 
(A,X) £ P} Q C { A | A C X , (A,X) £ P} . 
Conversely, suppose B £ [A|A C X , (A,x) £ P}„ Then (x,B) £ P. 
Now, by (a), if A £ Q, then (A,x) £ P, and it follows that (A,B) 
£ P for every A £ Q A Now by (b), B £ Q 0 Thus 
[A|A cx, (A,X) £ p}c^ 
and equality follows* 
Now suppose the points x and y are both members of a cluster 
Q s Then by (a), (x,y) e P and thus x = y* Hence, there exists at 
most one point x so that x is a member of Q . 
We shall soon see that there exist clusters which do not have a 
one-point set as a member*. Indeed, the noncompact proximity spaces 
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have at least one cluster Q which fails to have a one-point set as a 
member of Q, 
That X is a member of every cluster from X follows from (b)„ 
So by (c), for any either E or X - E is a member of any 
given cluster*, 
The theorems to follow are more profound, and the proofs corre­
spondingly more involved,, In fact, we find it necessary to apply some 
form of the axiom of choice. The form we choose to use is Zorn's Lemma« 
For a discussion of partially ordered sets and Zorn*s Lemma, the reader 
is referred to Taylor [9], pp« 39-40, 
Theorem 11-14; If (A ,B) e P, then there exists a cluster Q for 
which A e Q and B e Qa 
o 
Proof; Let A and B be subsets of X for which (A ,B) e P. Let 
• o oy 
be a collection of subsets of X satisfying the following properties 
(1) A. e fl9 
o 
(2) If [A ,A , „.„, A } is any finite subcollection of /ft, n
 12 n 
then (B, fl e P. 
i=i 
We denote, with the letter the class of all such collec-
o 
tions f\ satisfying (l) and (2). 
Note that ^ is nonempty since by hypothesis [A q] e Gs * 
We seek to apply Zorn's Lemma to the collection 
0 
The elements of are partially ordered by the relation set 
inclusion* Further, if CC is a subclass of , i<,e<,, C7s CI <^2 ? 
and O/^ is linearly ordered, then clearly U { A | all P\ £ CL~\ Z) P\ 
for any (fi £ . 
Now let {A } be any finite subcollection of U{ft| 
all £ Cc^ ] . Then there exists { A ^ flg, . A N ) > so that 
Ak 6 ^k^~ Since c ^ is linearly ordered, there exists a number 
N, where 1 < N < n, for which P\- ZD P for j = 1,2, ..., nj 
j 4 No Thus A. £ f\-:, j = 1,2, . n . Now f\~ £ CLCZ , so 
jq . J IN IN 1 O 
(B, Pi A ) £ P. Thus U{ A| all f\ £ C ^ } £ follows easily. Zorn's 
i=i 0 
Lemma now applies and guarantees the existence of at least one maximal 
element f\ £ Qj . 
o o 
Now let 
fi = [C|CCX, (C,A) £ P for each A £ PJ . 
Notice that A £ f\ . Let A be any element of f\ . Then (A 0 A, 
o o o o 
B) £ P since possesses property (2). So A Q 0 A ^ cp by Theorem 
II-3. By Theorem II-2, ( A Q> A) £ p» Hence AQ £ fi. 
Moreover, since (A,B) £ P for each A e f\ . we have that 
o' 
B £ fi. It remains only to show that fi is indeed a cluster, i.e., we 
must show that fi satisfies axioms (a), (b), and (c) of Definition II-5. 
(a) Now, let G £ fi, H £ fi and suppose that (G,H) £ P. Then 
by ( 4 ) , there exists E C X such that (G,E) i P and (H, X - E) P. 
Since for every A £ P\ , we have aOeCZE and A - E C X - E, then 
(G, A 0 E) £ P and (H, A - E) £ P. So A 0 E £ Pi and A - E J A Q . 
We assert that there exist subsets A and A in f\ for which 
1 <> o 
{A1 fi E,B) £ P and (A2 - E,B) £ P 0 For suppose not| then for every 
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A e Pi , we have ( A f l E ^ B ) £ P 8 Let {a , A , . A } be any finite 
o i 2 n 
subcollection of f\ . Then 
o 
n ' n 
f | (A k0 E ) = (0 A )0E . 
k - 1 k fc=l k 
Now 
n 
JP) A^ £ since f\
 q is maximal a Then by our supposition, 
{(\{A C\ E),B) £ P o It follows easily that A P i E £ (\ for every 
k=i , 0 
A £ P i or else (R is not maximal» But this contradicts our conclu-
o o 
sion in the previous paragraph that A for each A £ f\ . 
Hence there exists A 1 for which A± £ fa and ( A f l E,B) £ P. By 
noting that A • E = A f | ( X - E ) , we see that an analogous argument will 
show that there exists A £ A with ( A - E 9B) fc P . 
2 o 2 * v 
Now let A = A 0 A « Since A is maximal, then A £ Pi . 
l 2 'o o 
Then A C A ! = ^ A 0 E C A 1 P I E and also A - E C A g - E „ Therefore 
( A P l E , B ) P and (A - E,B) P „ Thus, by (3), (A,B) £ P e But this 
contradicts A £ ffl^a So our assumption that (G,H) £ P is false and 
Q satisfies (a). 
(b) Let A . A be any two elements of Pi . Then ( A P | A ,B) 
1 2 o 1 2 
£ P o Thus A . f l A 4= 'cp so ( A H , A _ ) £ P . So each set in <R is close 
1 2 1 2 0 
to every other set of f\ , and therefore A C Q. Now if ( A.C) £ P 
0 ' o 
for every C £ Q, then it follows that (A,C) £ P for every C £ f\^» 
Thus A £ Q and Q satisfies (b). 
(c) Suppose now that G U H £ Q, but G £ Q„ Then (G U H , A ) 
£ P for every A £ f\ ^ and 
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(G,A ) i P for some A i A • Now A, fl A e f\ for every A e (\ , 
1 l o 1 o o 
because is maximal*. Therefore (G U H, A 1 O . A ) £ P for every 
A £ f\ From A ^ A C A ^ it follows that ( A 1 0 a , G ) £ P for every 
A £ fl . By (3), we now conclude that {A±C\ A,H) £ P„ Hence ( A,H) £ P 
for every A £ f\ , Thus H £ fi and fi obeys (c)« 
This completes the proof* 
Definition II-6; A family f\ of subsets of X is said to have the 
finite intersection property the intersection of the members of any 
finite subfamily of f\ is nonempty*, 
Theorem 11-15: A topological space (X, T ) is compact each family 
of closed sets which possess the finite intersection property has a 
nonempty intersect ion*, 
Proof: This is a basic theorem in topology*, For the proof, the reader 
may consult Kelly [6], Theorem 5-1, page 136*, 
Theorem 11-16; A proximity space (X,P) is compact if and only if every 
cluster from X possesses a one-point set*, 
Proof: Suppose (X,P) is compact, and let fi be a cluster from X*, 
Suppose fi does not contain a one-point set* Then by (b), for any 
x £ X, there exists a set C £ fi for which (x,C) £ P 0 By (4), there 
exists a set E C X so that (E ,C) k P and (x, X - E ) £ P. Then 
X X X 
clearly x J: X - E so x e E . Now (x, X - E ) £ P =?> (x, X" - E ) 4 P 
X X X X 
= ^ x £ X - (X - E ). Denote by 0 the open set X - (X - E ). 
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Clearly 0 C E and therefore (0 ,C) £ P. Further, it follows that 
X X X 
0 k Qo 
x v 
u 
Now for each x £ X, such an 0 exists and x £ 0 • Thus, 
' X X 9 
0 contains X. Since X is compact, a finite subcollection of 
x £ X x 
the class [ o |x £ x ] covers X. Since 0 £ Q for any x £ X, we may 
x x 
use (c) and mathematical induction to see that"any finite union of members 
of [ o |x £ x ] does not belong to Q. It follows that X is not a mem-
ber of Q, which gives a contradict ion„ 
Hence there exists some point x £ X for which {x} is a member 
of Q. 
Now suppose that for any cluster Q from X, there exists 
x £ X for which {x} £ Q. Let i|) be a class of closed subsets of X 
such that the intersection of any finite number of members of i|) is 
nonvoid,, To show that X is compact, we will show that the intersection 
of all sets of i|) is nonvoid. 
Using Zorn's Lemma as in Theorem 11-14, there exists a class of 
closed subsets such that i b C ^ l ) and ib is maximal with respect 
To o o 
to the finite intersection property., Define the class Q to consist 
of all sets whose closures belong to i|) . NOW E £ Q. < = > E £ \JJq and 
since IJjo is maximal, E £ E O f ^ cp for every F £ •ty^*, So 
( * ) E £ Q <==> 10 F + 9 for every F £ ty^„ 
Now by Theorem 11-14, if (A,B) £ P, there exists a cluster Q 
to which both A and B belong. Now by hypothesis, there exists x £ X 
for which [x] £ Q , Thus (x,A) £ P and (x,B) £ P => x £ A, x £ B 
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A 0 B £ cp0 Now A O B ^ cp =^ > (A,B) e P by Theorem II-4. Hence 
(A,B) e P <~-=> A 0 B ^  9» Combining this result with (*) gives 
(**) E E Q (E,F) e P for every F £ i|j . 
We propose to show that Q is a cluster*. 
(a) Let C , C £ Q. Then C , C £ ib . Hence C H C 4= cp » 
l' 2 l v2 Yo l 2 Y 
Thus (C r, C a) £ P, 
(b) Clearly \Jj C Now, if (A,C) £ P for every C £ fi, it 
follows that (A,C) £ P for every C e . Using (**), we have A £ Q, 
(c) Suppose now that E \J F £ fi with E £ fi„ We must prove that 
F £ We have E [J F = i , | j F £ \J) «, but E £ r|j „ Now if E £ \J) , then 
E 0 B L = cp for some B £ i(j , because I|J is maximal with respect to 
the finite intersection property„ Now for every A £ i(j , B ^ O A ^  cp 
and Bj^O A is closed*. The maximal it y of I)J implies that B 1 0 A £ 
ib . So Yo 
(E U F) f l ( B f l A) 4= 9 for every A £ ojj . 
Now 
E H B 1 = 9 E 0 (B 0 A) - 9. 
Then 
( E U F ) f l ( B ^ A) 4= 9 = ^ F O ^ H A) 4= 9 
for every A £ ijj
 0 
Thus 
F H ,A 4= 9 f o r every A e \|) 
and hence 
(F,A) £ P for every A £ TJJ =$> F £ fi by (**)*, 
Hence fi is a cluster0 
3 5 
Now by hypothesis, there exist x e X for which {x} £ £2. 
By (a),, (x,C) eP for every C £ Q A Since i |> o C L then (x,A) £ P 
for every A £ i|>o* Each set in *|) is closed! therefore x £ A - for 
every A £ Hence the intersection of all sets of ^ is nonvoid* 
Thus ( X , P) is compact* 
Corollary; In a compact proximity space (X,P), (A,B) £ P A O..B 
4= 9° 
Proof; ( A,B) £ P -=^ > there exists a cluster Q to which both A and 
B belong* Since ( X,P) is compact, there exists x £ X so that 
{x} e So (x,A) e P and (x,B) £ P x £ A, X £ B =$> A 0 B :}= 9 , 
Conversely, a O b + cp =5> ( A,B) £ P ~> "(A,B) £ P, by previous 
theorems. 
Theorem 11-17; Let X be a subspace of a proximity space Y. Then 
every cluster i[> from X is part of a unique cluster Q from Y, 
where Q is the class of all subsets of Y which are close to every 
s et in T|) „ 
Proof? Let i}) be a cluster from X« Let Q be as indicated in the 
theorem,, Since i|> is a cluster, then by (a), each set in ^ is close 
to every other set in tj)0 Thus 1]) 
We shall show that Q is a cluster from Y 0 
(l) Let (A,B ^ P s Then there exists a set E C T X so that 
(A,E) p and (B, X - E) J; P s Now let C be any set in i|>. Noting that 
3 6 
c = (COE) \ J (C - E ) , 
then, since \|) is a cluster, We have by (c), that either C C\ E or 
C - E belongs to \|>. If C f| E £ f, then < ( 4 , E ) P = > ( A , C 0 E ) 
£ P . Hence A ^ Q. If C - E £ then (B, X - E) £ P (B,C - E) 
^ P . Thus B £ fi. So either A or B does not belong to fi; 
(2) If A is close to every C £ fi, then (A,B) £ P for every 
B £ 1]) since i|> CZ.fi. Hence A £ fi. 
(3) • Suppose A U B £ fi, but A £ fi. Then there exists Dei}) 
so that (A,D) £ P . By (4), there exists a set E Cl Y for which 
(E,A) £ P and (Y - E , D) fc P o N o w l e t c b e any s e t i n °^ T h e n 
since C - E ' C Z Y - E , ( C - E , D) £ P . Since D £ then C - E £ 
Moreover, since ( C • - E ) U ( C 0 E ) = C £ \|>, then cfl.E £ f We are , 
assuming A U B £ thus (A'UB, C 0 E ) £ P . 
However, (A,E) £ P =4>
 ;(A, G 0 E) £ P „ * So by (3), (B, C O.E) 
£ P and therefore (B,C) £ P . But G was an arbitrary set in i|u 
Hence B £ fi. 
Therefore, p is a cluster. We next show that fi is unique. 
Suppose fi is a cluster from Y which contain! i|) and for which 
fi i Then if D £ fi , it follows that D is close to every set in 1 1 
^d^i. Hence D £ fi => fi. 
Now let C £ fi. Since fi is a cluster, C is close to every 
set in fi and since Q±d Q, C is close to every set in fi . Then by 
(b), C £ fii fiClQ • 
Therefore fi = fi. and fi is unique. 
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Theorem 11-18; If X is a. subspace of a proximity space Y, every 
cluster Q from Y to which X belongs contains a unique cluster 
i|) from X, where ij consists of all subsets of X which belong to 
Proof; The proof follows the pattern of Theorem 11-17, so we sketch 
the proof*. 
Let Q be a cluster from Y for which X e Q« Let t|) be de­
fined as in the theorem* 
(a) If A,B e then since i|j CT^j A,B e Q. Thus (A,B) 
e P ===> i|j satisfies (a). 
(b) Suppose A CIX, A £ Then A £ Q. Since Q is a 
cluster, there exists C £ Q for which (A,C) I P. Hence, there exists 
E C Y for which (A,E) £ P and (C, Y - E) T P. So Y - E £ Qa Fur­
ther, (C, X - E) £ P so X - E £ Q. Now X £ Q so, by (c), X P| E 
£ Since (A,E) I P, we have (A, X 0 E) T P. Now (XOE) £ ^ 
so (b) is satisfied by ty. 
(c) Suppose that A U B e *|> with A T F Then A U B £ Q 
and A £ Q. Hence B £ Q because Q is a cluster,, Therefore B e ij  
so \|) satisfies (c). 
Thus i|) is a cluster from X. 
For uniqueness, suppose is a cluster from X and CZ.Q. 
If D £ i|j , then DC.X and D £ Q. Hence D e ij  
If B £ then (B,C) £ P for every C £ Hence (B,D) £ P 
for every D e i|j since i|) C*|>» So B £ ^  C^L1 '^* 
Hence ij  = ij and ij is unique* 
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C. A Topological Characterization of a Proximity Space 
Let A C X, where (X,P) is a proximity space. For any x £ A, 
the collection of all sets close to x form a cluster. We denote by A' 
the family of all clusters determined by points of A. Thus a cluster 
Q belongs to A'' if and only if Q is the collection of all subsets 
of X close to some point x of A. 
Let A" be the collection of all clusters of which A is a num-
ber„ Note that since X is a member of every cluster from X, then 
X" is the collection of all clusters from X. 
Theorem 11-19; If A' and A11 are defined as above, then A'C A". 
Proof; Let Q e A1
 0 Then there exists an x £ A such that Q is the 
family of all sets close to x„ Since x £ A, we have (x,A) £ P. Thus 
A £ Q. By definition of A"9 we have Q £ A11. Hence A''c A"« 
Suppose that Q £ X'. We have already observed that the point 
x £ X which determines Q is unique» Thus the mapping F : X -> X' 
which carries a point x onto the collection of all sets close to x 
is a one-to-one mapping., Note that F is also onto. 
Definition II-7; Two proximity spaces (X ,P ) and (X ,P ) are 
r 1 2 2 
isomorphic if and only if there exists a one-to-one function T ; 
X 1 -* X g, which is onto., and for any two subsets A and B of Xi 
satisfies the condition 
(A,B) £ P^  if and only if (T(A), T(B) ) £ P g 0 
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We say that the functions T and T~ preserve proximity. 
We note that isomorphism as defined above is stronger than homeo­
morphism between proximity spaces» For if T preserves proximity, we 
have; if x £ A Q 1 ? then (X,A) e P if and only if (T(x), T ( A ) ) 
e P 0 o Thus T(x) £ T ( A ) „ Similarly if y £ C C X , then T _ 1(y) £ 
2 * 2 
T _ 1 ( C ) 0 So both T and T _ 1 are continuous» It follows that whenever 
( X 1 , P 1 ) and ( X 2 , P 2 ) are isomorphic, then they are also homeomorphic„ 
The converse is true if ( X 1 , P 1 ) and ( X 2 , P G ) are compact prox­
imity spaces. Suppose (X , P ) and ( X , P ) are homeomorphic and each 
11 2 2 
is compact. If (A,B) £ P ^ , then there exists x £ X^ for which 
(x,A) £ P 1 , (x,B) £ P ^ . Thus x £ A 0 Bo Let h be the homeomorphism 
mapping X onto X . Then h(x) £ h ( A ) F\h(B) by continuity of h. 
1 2 
It follows that (h(x), h ( A ) ) £ P , (h(x), h(B) ) £ P . So h preserves 
2 2 
proximity. By similar argument, h" 1 also preserves proximity*, 
The following example shows that without compactness the results 
of the previous paragraph need not holdo 
Example; Let X , = K O ) U M C H and X o = ( - » , L ) ( J (I,oo) 
1 1 2 
C E . Define h ; X -» X by 
1 1 2 1 
rx + 1, if x > 0 
h(x) = J 
<-x - 1, if x < 0 
Then h is a homeomorphism,, Let P be the proximity relation induced 
by the metric d(x,y) := |x - y|. Then (X , P ) and (X , P ) are proxim-
ity spaces. 
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Let 
A = (-1,0), B = (0,1). 
Then 
h ( A ) = (-2,-1), h(B) = (1,2) . 
Clearly ( A , B ) e P but ( h ( A ) , h(B) ) P. Hence h fails to preserve 
proximity. So (.X ,P) and (X ,P) are homeomorphic, but not isomorphic. 
1 2 
Note that neither (X ,P) nor (X ,P) are compact proximity spaces. 
1 2 
Note also that the cluster of which both A and B are members does 
not contain a one-point set 0 
Definition 11-8; Let A C X and let R Q " . Then we say that A 
absorbes T if and only if A belongs to every cluster in R , that is, 
if and only if R C ~ A " O 
Note that R above is just a collection of clusters from X. 
Now we intend to define a proximity relation P* on subsets of 
X" so that (X;/,P*) will be a proximity space,, Let R ,T be sub-
L 2 
sets of X\ 
Then we agree that ( R . R ) e P* if and only if (A.B) e P 
1 ' 2 
whenever A absorbs R , B absorbs R . That is, ( R , T ) e P* 
-L <> 1 Kt 
if and only if T <Zk"', T C B" implies (A,B) e P. 
1 ^ 
Theorem 11-20: The relation P* satisfies the properties of a proximity 
relatione 
Proof: (l) Suppose ( L \ , R O ) e P*j then if TVCZA", R C B " , we have 
(A,B) £ P. Therefore (B,A) e P, SO ( R , T ) £ P*. 
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(2) We note that {P±,X") £ P* 1^  C A77, X" C B77 =$> 
(A,B) £ P0 Now X" C B77 B belongs to every cluster from X, It 
follows that X" C B" <N> B is close to every nonvoid subset of X Q 
If ri 4= 9, then r C A77 A =J  cp. Thus (A,B) £ P and (r^ X") £ 
P*. 
If ri is void, then r^ Cq/p But (cp,X) (P so (rl?X77) 
(3) Suppose (i^U r2, r3) £ P* and suppose (1^ ,1^ ) £ P*- If 
r2C B77 and r3CC77, we shall show that (B,C) e P . Since (i^ ,!^ } 
t P*, then there exists sets A,DCX for which P C A77, r CD" and 
(A,D) t P. Then there exists a set ECX so that (A,E) £ P and 
(D, X - E) Pfl Therefore (D, C - E) Pa Since r CD77, C - E be-
3 
longs to no cluster in r . But P C C7 so C belongs to every clus-
— 3 
ter in P . Now (C - E) U (C 0 E) = C so by (c), C D E belongs to 
every cluster in P „ Hence P C (C H E)"„ Also by (c), we have 
3 3 
(A U B) 7 7 = A77 U B77
 0 Thus, if P± C A77, rg C B 7 7, then r± U r C 
(A U B) 77
 0 Hence (l\ U r , P ) £ P* ^ ( A U B , C H E ) £ P. Now 
(A,E) fc P, SO (A, COE) t P 0 Hence (B, C ft E) E P and so 
(B,C) £ Po Therefore P C B 7 7 3 P C C" =$> (B,C) £ P. By defini-
2 3 
tion of P*, we have (r , r*3) £ P*o 
Now suppose conversely that P ,P ,r are subsets of X7/, with 
12 3 
(ri?r2) £ P*0 Suppose I^ UryCD77 and r2CC77 0 Then P±<Z D7 and 
since (r^Tg) £ P*, we have (C,D) E P. Hence (r^U r3, P2) e P*. 
So P* satisfies axiom (3). 
(4) Suppose (r ,r ) I P*. Then there exist subsets A and B 1' 2 of X for which (A,B) £ P and for which P C A7, r C B 7 7 a Si ce P 
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satisfies (4), there exists an ECX such that (A,E) £ P and (B, 
X - E) £ P. Since r C B" and (X - E,B) £ P> "then X - E belongs 
to no cluster in r . But X = (X - E) U E is a member of every cluster 
in r . So by (c), E is a member of every clutter in r s hence r 
2 2 2 
CE", Since rC A" and (A,E) £ P, then (r^ E'OiP*. By definition 
of E", E belongs to no cluster in X" - E". Now X = E U(X - E) 
belongs to every cluster in X7/, so by (c), (X - E) belongs to every 
cluster in X" - E" „ Therefore X" - E" C (X - E)". Since iv C B" and 
(X - E, B) t P, then (r2,X* - E") £ P*s So P* satisfies axiom ( 4 ) . (5) Let fi , fi be clusters from Xc Suppose that (fi , fi ) e 1 2 1 2 
P*. We will show that fi = Q „ For every A.BCX such that fi-, £ 
1 2 x 
k", fi e B% we have (A,B) e Po Now fi e A", fic e B" 4=2> Aefi., 
2 1 <3 1 B e fi • So (A,B) e P for every B e fi and for every A e fi . Hence 2 2 1 A e fi and B e fi . Thus fi„ = fio0 2 1 1 2 Conversely, suppose fi = fi . Then if fi £ k", fi £ B"
 f we 
LL Ci 1 A 
have A £ fi1, B £ fi2*. Thus (A,B) £ P and hence (Q±9 fig) £ P*. So 
P* satisfies axiom (5)• 
We have shown that P* is indeed a proximity relation*, Thus 
{X", P*) is a proximity space and by Theorem II-8 is a completely 
regular Hausdorff space*, We will now prove that (X?P) is isomorphic 
to (X7,P*) as a proximity space* Note here that (Xy,P*) is a sub-
space of (X/7,P*) since X1 C X" and the same proximity relation is 
used. 
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Theorem II-21g Every proximity space (X,P) is isomorphic to dense 
subspace of a compact Hausdorff space (Y,P7)„ Further, (Y,P7) is 
uniquely determined by (X,P) up to an isomorphism,, 
Proof: We will show that X 7 is dense in X77 „ Suppose that A,B are 
subsets of X. Then B 7 C A 7 7 4=5> Q e B 7 =5> Q £ A", Now Q e B 7 
there exists a c e B such that Q is the class of all subsets of X 
which are close to c„ Now Q 8 A77 A e Q. But A e Q (A,c) 
e P„ So Q e A77 c e A 0 So B 7 C A " 4=5> B G A . Now if t|> is a 
cluster from X, we have (B7,i|)> £ P* <=^ > (B,D) e P whenever D^ZDij), 
Hence (B7,if)) e P*' 4 ^ B e t|>, by (b)„ But (B',tj>) £P*<^> t|> e B 7 
and B e a|) 4=^ > i|) e B77 „ So if) £ B 7 <^> t|> e B77
 0 Hence B7/ = B 7. Taking 
B = X, We have X77 = X 7 . So X 7 is dense in X 7 7 0 
We now show that X is isomorphic to X 7, Note that (A ' ,B 7) e 
P* A1 CT C7, B 7 C D 7 =3> (C,D) e P. But A7 CTC 7 7, B 7 C D 7 7 <^> 
A C C and B d D , by our argument in the previous paragraph. So (A 7 , 
B 7) e P* <^> A CTC and B C D =^ > (C,D) e P. Now A C C , B C D =^ > 
(C,D) e P 4=5> (A,B) e P 0 So (A 7,B 7) £ P * <^> (A,B) e P. Thus the 
function t i X -» X ; preserves proximity in both directions. As noted 
earlier, T is one-to-one and onto* So X is isomorphic to X ;. 
We next show that (X77,P*) is a compact space. To do this, we 
use Theorem 11-16, and show that for each cluster Q77 from X / 7, there 
exists Q e X77 for which Q e Q 7 7. (Note that Q77 is not a class of 
subsets of X, but a class of subsets of X77 satisfying axioms (a), 
(b), and (c)„) Lei Q77 be any cluster from X 7 7. Then since X 7 is 
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dense in X77, we have that X 7 is close to every subset of X" and 
hence X' belongs to every cluster from X. So by Theorem 11-18, there 
exists a unique cluster Q 7 from X' so that Q' d O . " . Now if A' e 
Q' and B 7 e Q1
 ? we have ( A 7 , B 7 ) e P*, or equivalently, ( A,B) e P„ 
Consider the collection Q of all sets A CZX such that A ' e 
Q' O We assert that Q is a cluster from X„ For if A,B e Q, then 
A 7 E Q', B 7 e Q ' so ( A ' , B ' ) £ P* and therefore (A,B) £ P. So (a) 
is satisfied,. 
Suppose now that ( A,C) £ P for every C £ Q„ Then ( A 7 , C 7 ) £ 
P* for every C 7 E Q1 and thus A' £ Q1 and A £ Q. So (b) is satis­
fied,, 
Now let A U B £ Q with A J J2„ Then ( A U B ) ' E Q' and A 7 
i Q ' s Since ( A U B ) ' = A ; U B ' , then A ' U B ' £ Q 7 „ By (c), since 
Q 1 is a cluster and A 1 £ Q f , we have B 7 £ Q 7 and thus B £ Q 0 So 
Q satisfies (c) D Hence Q is a cluster from X with the property 
that A £ Q A 7 £ Q 7
 a 
Since (by Theorem 11-18), for any cluster Q" from X77, there 
exists a unique cluster Q7 from X 7 such that Q7CTQ7, we now have 
a unique cluster Q from X such that Q 7 = [ A 7 | A £ £>}„ Now B £ Q 
<F^ > Q E B7/ „ Since B 7= B 7 /, we have B £ Q (Q,B7) £ P*. But 
B £ Q B 7 £ Q 7 9 Hence B 7 £ Q' (B7,Q) £ P*. Now Q E X" 
and Q is close to every member of Q { . So by Theorem 11-17, since 
X 7 d X 7 / and Q'CZ > then Q E Q." <> Thus, given a cluster Q77 from 
X77, there exists 0, E X " for which Q £ Q 7 /. Hence X7/ is compact, 
by Theorem II-l6„ 
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Finally, we show that X" is unique up to an isomorphism. Sup­
pose Y is any compact space such that X = Y. Then by Theorem 11-16, 
if Q is a cluster from Y, then there exists an x e Y such that 
{x} e Q* Now X = Y =^> X belongs to every cluster from Y„ So by 
Theorem 11-18, there exists a unique cluster tjj from X such that tjj 
Cf2. Further, if t|) is a cluster from X, then by Theorem 11-17, there 
exists a unique cluster Q from Y for which ij) C . Q and moreover, since 
Y is compact, there exists x e Y such that {x} e Q» So each point in 
Y corresponds to a unique cluster from X and each cluster from X cor­
responds to a unique point in Y„ Hence we have a one-to-one (onto) cor­
respondence between points of Y and members of X"*, 
We contend that the correspondence thus defined is an isomorphism, 
For let A,B CY and (A,B) e P. Then from A X = A fi X - A H Y : : A 
and B f| X ~ B, we Imwe .^Ap| •« # O^C, M f)jQ £ 4 &ut 
(A O x , B O X ) e P <^> ( ( A O X ) ' , (Bflx)') e P* and since (Aflx)O 
(A O x ) 7 and (Bf|x)//-3(Bnx)/, we have ( ( A P | X) ", (B f\X)') e P*. 
Conversely, let 1^ ,1^  be subsets of X" so that ( r ^ * 1 ^ ) e p * ° 
Now ( r ,T ) e P* r Cl A" and V CB" =$> ( A , B ) e P, where A,B 
1 2 1 2 
dY„ Since A f\ XZ> A, then A 0 X is m member -of each cluster in X" 
corresponding to points of A* Hence (A 0 X) * 3 r . Similarly (Bflx)" 
D r . Then ( ( A f l x ) " , (Bflfl") e P** But since (A fl X) ' = (Aflx)' 
and (B 0 X)' = ( B O X ) ' , we have ( ( A 0 X ) ' , ( B O X ) ' ) e P*, or equiva-
lently, (A H X, B 0 X) e P. Thus (A,B) e P. So Y is isomorphic 
to X". 
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Theorem I1-22; A topological space (X,t) admits a proximity relation 
if and only if (X,T) is a dense subspace of a compact Hausdorff space* 
Proof: The theorem follows easily from Theorem 11-11 and Theorem 11-21. 
CHAPTER III 
UNIFORM SPACES 
We come now to a second major generalization of a metric space. 
We use the word basis in the following sense. 
Definition III-l; A collection of subsets {B^JaeJ} of a set X is 
a basis for a topology in X provided 
(!) U {Bala£J} = X and 
(2) if x e' B^REVJJ where B^, B^ e {B ], then there exists an 
element B 0 of [B } such that x e Bor B^B.. 
Let (s a e J) be a collection of subsets of X. If the collec-1
 a J 
tion of all finite intersections of members of (S ] form a basis, then 
S | is called a subbasis. a-5 
A topology T is defined in X by means of a basis } a s 
follows: a subset 0 of X is a member of T if and only if 0 is 
a union of members of (B ) . It can easily be shown th'at T thus defined 
satisfies the properties required of a topology in X. 
Now, let W be a family of psudometrics on a set X. We con­
sider spherical neighborhoods of the form 
(*) V(x,p,r) = ( y | p ( x , y ) < r, x e X, p e W, r > 0} . 
Definition III-2: If W = {p^} i-s a family of pseudometrics on X, 
then the collection of sets of the form (*) is a subbasis for a topol­
ogy in X. This topology Vi is called the uniform topology in X 
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generated by W. The pair (X,°lX) is called a uni form space. If *LL 
is generated by £p } we also use fX,£p j j interchangeably with 
GC GC *s 
(x,U). 
To justify our definition, we must show that the collection £b } 
of all finite intersections of sets of the form (*) is indeed a basis. 
It is evident that the collection fB \ covers X. Let B , 
Bp e ,{Bq}. Consider B = B^  0 B^. Noting that B is just a finite 
intersection of sets of the form (*), it follows that B e £b^}. 
Hence the collection £b } satisfies Definition III—1. 
Note that if (X,d) is a metric space, then it is easily seen 
that (X, d) is the uniform space generated by the collection consisting 
of the single metric d. The set of real numbers with the usual metric 
will be useful as a uniform space. 
We now define the concept of uniform continuity. 
Definition .111-3; Let Qi, [pj) and (y, { p ^ f) be two uniform 
spaces. Then the function f : X -* Y is called uniformly continuous 
provided that if p^ e {p^} and e > 0 are arbitrarily chosen, there 
exists a finite subcollection {p^ }? k = 1>2,..., n, of [P^] 
and a 5 > 0 for which 
Po ( f ^ ) , f(x2)) < e whenever max {P] c( x 1» x2^} < b ' 
P 1< k < n 
Let us now consider the product topology in the product space 
X x X where (\, {p } ^ ) is a uniform space. We will show that the 
product topology is a uniform topology which is inherited from the 
uniform topology in f^ X, {Pa}^) i-n a quite natural way. 
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For each {PA<}> define 
R a (X>Y^'= Pc/ X1 , YP + P a ^ X 2 ' Y 2 ^ where x = (x 1,x 2), 
y = (y 1^v 2^ a n d X i J y i 6X j 1 = l j 2* 
It is a trivial consequence of the definition that R is a 
CL 
pseudometric on X x X. That the uniform topology generated by the 
family £R } on X x X is identical with the product topology is also 
trivial. For if V,(x., P ,f,) and V 0(x 0, PN, r 0) are spherical 
neighborhoods in (^ ,[PA}^ ) > then x is a subbasis element of the 
product topology. But clearly (x,RA, r.^ ) f] (^XJRP.,!^ ) i s a subset of 
Vl X V 2 " F ° r ^  y 6 ^1 ^  U 2 * then whenever RQ(x,y) < r^, we have 
PA(XJ_JY]_) ^  r 1 a n c* whenever RP(x,y) < r^, it follows that 
PP(x2,y2) < r 2. Thus if y ^ y 2 E then y e V x x 
Conversely, let U(x,Ra,r) be a spherical neighborhood in 
X x X, {'Ra]^) • Then it is easily seen that V^x-PP^ , J^ )* 
V2(x2,P^, ^ ) is a subset of U. 
We sum up in the following theorem. 
Theorem III—1; Let (^ >{PA}^ ) ke a u n i f o r m space. Then the product 
topology in X x X is a uniform topology. - Thus, the product space is a 
uniform space . 
Theorem 111-^2; - Let (jC, {P }) 
be a uniform space. Then if P E [P }, 
P is uniform continuous on X x X relative to the product (uniform) 
topology: 
Proof: Let x = (x^x^), y = ^ i , y 2 ^ ^e ^ w o P°^-n"t:s i n " t n e Pr°duct 
space X x X. - Let s > 0 be given. We shall show there exists a .gener-
ating pseudometric R q of the product space and 6 > 0 such that if 
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R a(x,y) < 5, then |p(x1,x2) - pty^v ^ l < e. 
Let R(x,y) = p(x^ ,y^ ) + P( X 2 >Y 2 )* W e h a v e a ^ r e a d y seen that 
R is one of the pseudometrics which generate the product space. Now 
let 6 = e; then suppose R(x,y) < e for x,y e X x X 
Then by the triangular inequality 
p(xx,x2) - P (Y 1 ^Y 2 ) £ P ( X 1 , Y 1 ) + P(Y 2 > X 2 ) = R ( X >Y) < e 
Similarly 
p(y1>y2) - P( x 1> x 2) £ R( x>y) < e 
Therefore 
| p ( - x 1 , x 2 ) , - • P ( Y 1 . Y 2 ) I < e • 
Definition III^l: Let {pg}^  b e a uniform space whose topology is 
generated by the collection of pseudometrics {p }• L e _ t S be the set of 
all pseudometrics which are uniformly continuous on X x X. Then S 
is called the uniform structure for (X,[p ]^ ). 
We shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma: If p^  and p2 are pseudometrics on a set X, then p = max £p^ ,p2] 
is a pseudometric on X also. 
Proof: The symmetry, non-negativity, and vanishing properties of pseu­
dometrics follow immediately from those of p^  and p2> 
Since pk(x,z) < Pk(x,y) + Pk(y,z) < p(x,y) + p(y,z) 
for k = 1,2, then 
P(x,z) < p(x,y) + p(y,z). 
and the triangular inequality holds. 
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Theorem II1-3; Let [P a}y a uniform space and let S be the 
uniform structure generated by (p }• Then 
(1) if P 1 ^ P 2 6 S > T N E N P = m a x ( pi , p2^ 6 S a n d 
(2) if is a pseudometric and if for every e > 0, there exists 
a p^ £ S and 6 > 0 such that 
P^x^y) < e whenever p 2(x,y) < 6 
for every . x,y e X, then p^ e S . 
Proof; (l) Let p^ e S, k = 1,2. Let p = max { P ^ P ^ } ' 
Let e > 0 be given and let x = (x^,x^), y = ^1^2^' B y t h e P r o o f 
of Theorem III-2, there exists an . R., e [R | and b. > 0 such that if 
R k(x,y) < & k, then ; | P K ( X 1 ^ X 2 ) " P k ^ Y l , Y 2 ^ < 6 f ° r k = l f 2 ' 
Let b - min [b^9 & 2 ^ * T n e n with R = max [R^,R^], we have 
if R(x,y) < 6, then R^(x,y) < 6 and hence 
| p k ( x 1 , x 2 ) ~ P k ^ ! ^ ) ! < 8 f o r k = 1' 2-
Now if 
p(x 1,x 2) -p(y 1,y 2) • = P k( x L^ x2) - p k ^ y l , y 2 ^ ' 
for either k = 1 or k = 2, then; clearly 
|P ( xi^ x 2^ " p ^ y l , y 2 ^ I < e ' 
• If p(x 1,x 2) - P(y 1^Y 2) = Pk^ xl , x2^ " P j ( y l , y 2 ^
 k
 £ i> then 
either (a) P k ( x 1 ^ x 2 ) ^ p j ^ y l , y 2 ^ ° r ^ P k ^ X l , X 2 ^ < P j ^ Y 1 , Y 2 ^ ' 
Suppose, for definiteness, that (a) holds. The case where (b) holds 
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IS HANDLED SIMILARLY. IN CA.SE (A), WE HAVE 
P(Y 1 .Y 2 ) = P J ( Y 1 ? Y 2 ) > P ^ Y ^ Y ^ • 
THUS, 
0 < P K (X X ,X 2 ) - P^(Y 1 ,Y 2 ) < P K (X 1 ,X 2 ) - P K ( Y X ^ Y 2 ) > 
FROM WHICH IT FOLLOWS 
|P(X 1 ,X 2 ) - P (Y 1 ,Y 2 ) | < P K (X X ,X 2 ) - Pk(Yl>Y2)\ < E * 
THEREFORE IF 
R(X,Y) < 6 
THEN 
|P (X X ,X 2 ) - P(YL5Y2)I < £ 
SO P IS UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS ON X X X* 
(2) NOW LET P^  BE ANY PSEUDOMETRIC ON X X X, LET £ > 0 BE 
GIVEN. ASSUME THERE EXISTS P 2 £ S AND b > 0 SUCH THAT 
P 1 (X 1 ,X 2 ) < E/2 
WHENEVER 
P 2 ( X 1 , X 2 ) < b 
FOR EVERY X^,X 2 £ X. NOW 
R2(X,Y) = P 2 (X X ,X 2 ) + P 2 ( Y 1 ? Y 2 ) 
WHERE X = (X-^X^, Y = (Y 1 ,Y 2 )# N G W SUPPOSE R 2(X,Y) < 6 . THEN 
P 2 ( X X , X 2 ) < b AND P^Y-^Y^ < 
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H e n c e 
*4 t 
| p 1 ( x 1 , x 2 ) - p 1 ( y 1 , y 2 ) | < p 1 ( x 1 , x 2 ) + p 1 ( y 1 , y 2 ) ^ 2 + 2 ~ e ' 
T h e r e f o r e i s u n i f o r m l y c o n t i n u o u s o n X x X . H e n c e p ^ e S . 
T h i s l a s t t h e o r e m s h o w s t h a t o u r d e f i n i t i o n o f a u n i f o r m s t r u c ­
t u r e i m p l i e s t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f u n i f o r m s t r u c t u r e g i v e n i n G i l l m a n a n d 
J e r i s o n [ 2 ] . 
T h e o r e m I I I - 4 : I f { p ^ } a n d { p ^ } g e n e r a t e t h e s a m e u n i f o r m s t r u c ­
t u r e o n X , t h e n ( ^ i P a } ) a n c * ( X , t P p } ) a r e ^ n e s a m e t o p e - l o g i c a l l y . 
P r o o f ; L e t S b e t h e u n i f o r m s t r u c t u r e g e n e r a t e d b y ( P q } 9 W e W 1 H 
s h o w t h a t ( X , S") a n d (x, c P a } ) a r e t o p o l o g i c a l l y e q u i v a l e n t . T h e 
r e s u l t o f t h e t h e o r e m w i l l t h e n b e o b v i o u s . 
C l e a r l y , e v e r y o p e n s e t i n (x, {pa} ) i s o p e n i n ( X , S ) s i n c e 
{ p } C S . 
L e t p e S . T h e n a s u b b a s i s e l e m e n t o f ( X , S ) i s a s e t o f t h e 
f o r m 
V ( x 1 , p , r ) = { x 2 | p ' ( x 1 , x 2 ) < r , p e S , r > o } . 
I f p e { p a } > t h e n o b v i o u s l y V - ( x ^ , p , r ) i s a s u b b a s i s e l e m e n t o f 
( x , { p a } ) a n d i s h e n c e o p e n i n ^ X , c P a } ) • E v e n i f p i t p Q - } * P i s 
s t i l l u n i f o r m l y c o n t i n u o u s o n X x X ^ r e l a t i v e t o t h e p r o d u c t t o p o l o g y 
g e n e r a t e d b y c P a } ) ' L e t x = ( x 1 ? x 2 ) ^ Y = ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ a n d
 R
cSx' y^ ~ 
p c ^ x l , y l ' + p a ^ X 2 , y 2 ^ s T h e n t h e r e e x i s t s iR\Jk=i C $-RJ and & > 0 
s u c h t h a t i f 
R = m a x { R ^ , R 2 , . . . . R ^ } , 
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we have |p(x^,x2) - p(y 1 ? y 2) I < r whenever R(x,y) < 6 . 
In particular, we choose = y^ = y2> and then 
|p(x1,x2) - 0| = p(x1,x2) < r 
if 
Rk(x,y) = P k( x 1?Y 1) + P k ( x 2 , y 2 ^ ~ P k ( x !> x 2^ < 6 
for each k = 1,2,..., n. 
So if p k(x 1,x 2) < 6 for each k = 1,2,..., n, then p(x^,x2) < r, 
Thus 
Pi vCx^p. , &) Cv(x , p, r) 
k=l 1 K 1 
Clearly, V(x ,^pk,&) is an open set in f^ X, {p } ) • It follows 
k=l 
that each open set in (X, S) is open in (x, {p a}) * The proof is com­
plete. 
Now let (x, {p a}) be a uniform space and let S be the uniform 
structure generated by {p a}• 
Let 
L(p? r) = {(x,y)| p(x,y) < r, r > 0, p £ s] . 
Definition 111-5: The uniformity of the set X (relative to the col­
lection {p a}) is the family It of subsets of X x X for which 
U EIL if and only if there exists an r > 0 
and 
p £ S such that L(p, r)(Z u • 
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The next theorem shows that our concept of a uniformity implies 
the axioms given by Kelly [ 6 ] , 
However, first some terminology is needed. Let 
A = [all pairs (x,x)] x e x] . 
Let U ^ denote the collection of all pairs (y>x) for which 
(x,y) e U. If , U and U2 are subsets of X x X, we denote by 
U ° U2 the family 
{(x,z)| there exists y e X so that (x,y) e U^, (y,z) e U2] 
Theorem III-5; If (x, [p }) is a uniform space, then the uniformity 
of X (relative to {Pa}) satisfies the following properties: 
(1) If U e IX*, then A C l . 
(2) If U e U * , then U_1 Cti*. 
(3) If U e U*, then there exists U2 e IX* such that 
u2 ° u2 c u r 
(4) If U ell*, U2 e U*, then H U2 e \C''. 
(5) If U e U* and U CU2 CX x X, then U2 e U * . 
Proof: (l) If U e IX , then there exists an r > 0 and p e {S so 
that L(p,r) CU. Clearly, since p(x,x) = O- < r, for every x e X, we 
have A C L(p,r) C U. 
(2) Note that (y,x) e L(p,r) if and only if (x,y) e L (p,r). 
So L(p,r)CU if and only if L(p,r)CU_1. 
(3) Let L(p,r) CU . Clearly L(p, | ) e IX . It follows 
easily that L(ft | ) 0 L(p, | ) CL (p,r) CU. 
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(4) Let L(p1,r1) CUX and L(p2,r2) C Ug. Now let 
r = min {r^ .i^ } and • p = max [p^p .^ If 
p(x,y) < r, then pk(x,y) < p(x,y) < r < rR, k = 1,2, 
and it follows that 
L(p,r) CL (pk,rk) C Ufc, k = 1,2 . 
Therefore L(p,r) CU fl u*2 and U f| U2 e IX*. 
(5) If UXCU2 and L{-p, r) CU , then L(p,r) <^  U2 and 
U2 e U*. 
The converse of Theorem III-5 is also true. A proof is given in Kelly 
[6], 
The following sequence of theorems lead to the result that each 
proximity space is a uniform space. But first we make the following 
definition. 
Definition III-6; Let 
(x, [pj) and (x, {P|-}) 
be two uniform spaces with f : X -* Y. If f is one-to-one, onto, and 
both f and f ^  are uniformly continuous, then f is called a uniform 
isomorphism* 
Theorem III-6; Each uniformly continuous function f : ^ X, {pa}) "* (y>tPp 
is continuous relative to the uniform topology. 
Proof; Let y = f(x). Let N(y, p£, r) be a subbasis element of 
(y, {p|}) containing y. By uniform continuity of f, there exists a 
finite subcollection {p, } , k = 1,2,..n, of [p } and b > 0 such 
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THAT IF p = MAX [ p } , THEN pZ(F(X), Y) < R WHENEVER p(X,X) < 6. 
KK<N P 
LET 
N 
0 = Q N(X, p K , 6 ) . 
K=L 
THEN 0 IS OPEN, IN (JX, { p a } ) A N D Y £ F(°) CN(Y, p ^ , R). IT FOLLOWS 
THAT F IS CONTINUOUS, 
THEOREM 111-71 LET (X, [P } ) BE A UNIFORM space; THEN (X, [P } )' 
IS UNIFORMLY ISOMORPHIC TO A SUBSPACE of the PRODUCT of PSEUDOMETRIC 
Spaces. THE' CONVERSE ALSO holds. 
PROOF: CONSIDER THE COLLECTION OF PSEUDOMETRIC SPACES (X, P A } » WE 
WISH TO PROVE THAT THE UNIFORM SPACE f^X, CPQ.}) I S UNIFORMLY ISOMORPHIC 
TO THE PRODUCT SPACE Z = JJ j*(X, p ) , p Q £ {pQ.}}" • 
WE CONSIDER THE TOPOLOGY IN EACH PSEUDOMETRIC SPACE TO BE THE UNIFORM 
TOPOLOGY GENERATED BY THE SINGLE PSEUDOMETRIC, AND THE TOPOLOGY IN THE 
PRODUCT SPACE TO BE THE PRODUCT TOPOLOGY* 
DEFINE F : X -> Z AS FOLLOWS: 
F(X) = F , WHERE F (A) = X FOR EACH A IN THE INDEXING SET A OF X X 
{ p a } » NOTE THAT THE IMAGE OF X UNDER F IS THE POINT IN Z ALL OF 
WHOSE COORDINATES ARE X. NOW F IS CLEARLY 1-1 ONTO A SUBSPACE OF 
Z. 
WE MUST SHOW THAT F AND F ^ ARE UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS. FIRST 
WE DEFINE FOR A FINITE COLLECTION p , p , p : 
AL a 2 AN 
R ltxv a 2 , V FX> F Y ] = ™A* { P A ( F X ( A K ^ F Y ( A K } ) } • 
j- \ \ N K 
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It is easy to see that R[cc^ , a^j an? F^, F ] is a pseudometric 
on ZB It is also easily verified that the collection of all pseudo-
metrics R formed in this way generate the same topology on Z as 
the product topology* Hence the product topology is a uniform topology 
generated by the indicated collection of pseudometrics* 
We now show uniform continuity of f: Let RC.cc, , 
and e > 0 be given* Then, if we define 
p = max {p , p , p }, 
1 2. n 
we have
 p(x,y) < e if and only if 
p„ (x>y) < e for i = 1,2,..., n. 
Then 
and it follows that 
a i 
P a(F x(a i), FyCc^)) < e, i=l , 2 , . . . . , n 
RCO^ , a2,..., a n; F^, F ] < e . 
Thus f is uniformly continuous*. 
To show f ^  is continuous, we let p and e > 0 be given. 
Then choose R[aj F , F ], where 
x y 
R [ a
*
 Fx> F y ] = po: ( Fx ( a )> F y ( c c ) ) * 
Then if R[a| F^, F ], < e, we have that Pa(Fx(a)- Fy(a) ) < £ and 
it follows that p (x,y) < £. Hence f ^  is uniformly continuous* 
For the converse, we note that in the preceding proof, we have 
shown that the product of pseudometric spaces is a uniform space. Any 
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subspace is then uniform and the result follows. 
The following theorem is a crucial step in our development and 
will be used immediately to get our desired result relating proximity 
spaces and uniform spaces. 
Theorem I.II-8; Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then (X, T) is 
completely regular if and only if (X, T) is homfeomorphic to a subspace 
of the product of pseudometric spaces* 
Proof; (l) Suppose first that there exists a homeomorphism h which 
maps (X, T) onto a subspace of a product of pseudometric spaces, 
TT (X
 } p ). Let C be a closed set in (X, T) and x e X — C » 
cce A a a 
Since h is a homeomorphism, then h(C) is closed and h(x) £ h (c). 
Thus there exists an open set 0 containing h(x) for which 
0 fjh(C) = <p . 
By definition of product topology, 0= JJ ® y OCX, and 
aeA a a a 
for all but a finite number of the indexing set A, we have 0 = X^. 
Since 0 0 h(C) - <p, there exists at least one 0 for which 
0 O (h(C)) = «p. Now (h(C)) is closed in (X , p ) . Consider the 
C  GC GC GC GC 
projection mapping 
P : TT (X , p ) -» (X , p ) 
defined by 
P ({x }) = x , [x } e TT (X , p ) . 
Then p is continuous. By Theorem 1-6, (X, p ) is normal. If D 
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is a closed set in (X, p ) and y e X - D, then there exists an 
r > 0 such that 
N(y,r) = [z\ pa(v,z) < r] C X - D 
It follows that N(y, ^  ) ("JX - D. The normality of (X, p ) applied 
now immediately gives complete regularity of (X, p )« 
Thys there exists a function f : X •* [O.l] such that 
a 
f[(h(x)) 1 = 0, f(y) =1 if y e (h(c)) , and f is continuous 
a a 
from X onto [0, l]» It follows that the function 
a 
F = f p h 
is a continuous function mapping X [0,1] (onto) for which F(x) = 0 
and F(y) =1 if y e C* Hence (X, T) is completely regular. 
(2) Suppose now that (X, T) is completely regular. We shall 
construct a collection of pseudometric spaces such that (X, T) is 
homeomorphic to their product* 
For each closed set C CT(X, T) and each point p J C, by com­
plete regularity, there exists a function 
f£p) for which f£p) (p) = 0) 
4 p ) (x) = 1 
if x e C and f^p is continuous from (X, T) onto [0, l]. 
Define p ^ by 
p{c?) (x,y) = l4p) (x) - 4 P ) (y) | . 
It is easily seen that p£.p is a pseudometric on X x X. For 
6 1 
each such pair (C, p ) ? p T C, C closed, we form the pseudometric 
space (X, Pq )• We consider the product space \\ (X, Pq ) where 
the product is taken over all spaces formed in the indicated manner. 
We assert that (X, T) is homeomorphic to a subspace of this 
product space. Define 
h : (X, T) - U (X, P C ( P ) ) by: 
h(x) = H , where (p, C) = x, i.e. the image of x under h is 
the point in T T (x« P q ^ ) a H °f whose coordinates are x. We will 
show that h is a homeomorphisnu Clearly h is 1 - 1 and onto a sub-
space of T T ( X , P C ^ ) . 
To show that h is continuous, let H e T T Pr ) R h(X), 
X L / 
T T F D ) 
Let 0 be an open set in the product topology of J J (X, Pq ) anc* 
T T ( D ) ( D ) 
H e 0 . Then 0 = T T O r p where Or p = X except in a finite hum-
X u u 
ber of eases. Since O q ^ is open in (X, P q ^ ) and since there are 
( D ) 
only finitely many of the sets Oq "to consider, there exists an 
e > 0 such that 
Hence 
N(x, P G ^ P ) , e) CloJP^  for each 0 ^ 
I T N ( X ,
 P c
( p )
, s) ( Z T T o c (^ 
(p) MOJW since f^ p is continuous on ( X , T ) , then for e > 0 as deter-
( D ) 
mined above, there exists an open set p (relative to T ) in X 
containing x and such that y e p' implies | f c (y) - f c (x) | < 
Let U = H Uq « where the intersection is taken over the finite 
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collection above. This U is open in (X, T ) . 
>) 
(p) 
Now if y e U , then y e and it follows that y e N(x,p,lP/\? 
for each pair (C, p ) . Hence y e 0^  p for each (C, p) and further 
hfy) = H eTToc^P^* Therefore h(U) C O and U is open. Thus h y " 1 1 ~C 
is continuous. 
To show that h 1 is continuous, let q £ 0, 0 open in (X,T)* 
We must find an open set U in TT (x, ) so that h(q) e U 
and 
h"1(u) CO. 
Consider f^^ * Then 
Px-c0 <*> 4 = fx-o} 
Let U = TT ° C ^ P ^ where = X unless p = q and C = X - 0, 
in which case 0 ^ = N(q, , l). Then if 
H = h(x) e U, we have 
H x(q, X-0) = x e O x ^ ) . 
Hence 
Px-cP (q> x) < 1 SG fx-o5 W < l> 
and it follows that x fe- X - 0 so x e 0. Thus h" 1 is continuous. 
The proof is complete. 
Theorem III-9. A topological space (X, T) is completely regular if 
and only if (X, T) is a uniform space* 
Proof; This theorem is just a combination of Theorem III-7 and III-8, 
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Theorem 111-10: Let (X, P) be a proximity space. Then (X, P) is a 
Hausdorff uniform space* 
Proof8 By Theorem II-8, every proximity space is a completely regular 
Hausdorff space and hence by Theorem III-9, a Hausdorff uniform space. 
Theorem III-lli Let { ^ n > P n^} ^e a countable collection of pseudo-
metric spaces^ then the product space JJ (x^, p^) is pseudometrizable. 
ProofJ By an elementary result in the theory of pseudometric spaces, we 
may as well assume that each p^ is bounded by 1. (See Kelly [6], 
Theorem 4-13). 
Let x = {x n}, y = { y j . Define: 
00. 
p ( x
'
y ) =
 E« i P n ( V y n }' 
n=l 
which clearly converges* Then p is a pseudometric. The only property 
not completely trivial is the triangular inequality which is proved as 
follows: 
00 00 
p(x, z) = V — p (x , z ) < y ~ [p (x ,y ) + p (y ,z )] 
^
 3
 ' U ^n n n n — /_j 2 n n n 7 7n r n w n ' n 
n=l n=l 
and 
00 00 
P ( x < z ) * I ^ P n U n ' y n ) + 1 P ^ V V = p ( x ' y ) + P ( y ' k ) 
n=l n=l 
must show that p generates the same topology on ~[T ^ n ' P n ^ 
as the product topology. Let 0 be an open set in X (relative to p) 
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and let x e 0. Then there exists a neighborhood V*(x, p, ~r ) for 
some integer p such that V(x, p, ""~r ) C O . 
Now the set 
2P 
2 
is an open set in "ff (X n>P n)« Let y e U. Then 
oo p+1 00 
n=l n=l n=p+2 
and so 
00 
2 P + 1 ' / _J 2 K 2p+l - 2p+l ' 2p+l 2p 
K ~ l 
So y e V(x, p, ) and thus x e U CV(x,p, ~ ) C O , 
2 P 2 P 
Therefore, since x was arbitrary in 0, 0 is open in the product 
topology. 
Conversely, let 0 be a subbasis element in the product topo­
logy. Then 0 = TJ 0^ , where for all but a finite number of the sets 
0 , we have 0 = X . Let x e 0, Then clearly there exists an r > 0 
n n n 
such that for each 0 , 
n' 
N(x ,p ,r) C 0 • 
n , rrr n 
Now 
p(x,y) > ^ PnK'V ' 
Hence N(x, p, ) C O , Therefore 0 is open in (X, p). Since each 2n 
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subbasis element of the product topology is open in (X, p), it follows 
that each set open in the product topology is open in (X, p). 
Theorem 111-12; Let (X,{pn}) be a uniform space generated by a 
countable collection of pseudometrics [pn}» Then (X, [p]) is 
pseudometrizable» 
Prooft The proof of Theorem III-7 shows that (X, J-p }') is uniformly 
isomorphic to a subspace of the product of a countable collection of 
pseudometric spaces* By Theorem III-ll, this product is pseudometriz-
abie* It then follows that {X, {p n}) is pseudometrizable. 
Corollary; ' Let (X, {p n}) be as in Theorem II1-12 with the added hypo­
thesis that (X, {p n}) is Hausdorff. Then (X, {p R}) is metrizable. 
Proof: Let p be a pseudometric which generates the topology of 
(X, [pn})« T n e existence of p is guaranteed by Theorem III-12, Since 
(X, {p n}) is Hausdorff, for any two points x and y (distinct) of X, 
there exist N(x,p,e^) and N(y,p,£2) ^ o r w n i e h 
M(x,p,e1) H N(y,p,e2) = (p. 
Thus 
x t N(y,p,e2) . 
It follows that 
p(x,y) > e 2 > 0 . 
So if x ^ y? p(x,y) > 0. Therefore, if p(x,y) = 0, then x = y. 
Hence p is actually a metric. 
We have seen (Theorem 111-10) that each proximity space is a 
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Hausdqrff uniform space. Our next theorem shows that the converse is 
also true. 
Definition III-7; A collection {pa}> a e I (an indexing set), of 
pseudometrics on X is called total if and only if for each pair of 
distinct points x, y e X, there exists a pseudometric p e (p^) for 
which p(x,y) > 0. 
, Note: If (x, {p a}) is a Hausdorff uniform space, then it 
follows easily that {p^} is total. 
For each a £ I, let 
D (A,B) = inf [p (x,y)|x e A, y £ B }, 
where A and B are any two nonempty subsets of X. We define 
(A,B) e P if and only if D (A,B) = 0 for all a £ I. 
C  
Theorem 111-13: Let ^X,{pa}) be a Hausdorff uniform space. Using P 
as defined above, (X, P) is a proximity space and the topologies in 
(X, P) and ^X, {p a}) are identical. 
Proof: That P is indeed a proximity relation follows the same pat­
tern as Theorem II-9. We will indicate part of the proof. 
Suppose (A, B) t P« Theri there exists a £ I for which 
D (A, B) = h > 0. Then 
A c{x|Da(x,A) < | } = E, 
and B CZX - E. It follows that (A, X - E) P and (B, E) £ P. 
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Since tPa}> cc £ I, is total, it follows that x = y whenever 
(x,y) e P. 
It is clear that a point x e X is a limit point of a set A C2X 
relative to the uniform topology if and only if x is a limit point of 
A relative to the topology induced by the proximity relation P. Hence 
the two topologies are equivalent. 
It follows from this last theorem and Theorem III-IO that the con­
cepts of a Hausdorff uniform space and a proximity space are identical. 
The proximity spaces are not only a proper subclass of the uniform spaces, 
but they are precisely the Hausdorff uniform spaces. 
CHAPTER IV 
GENERALIZED METRIC SPACES 
Our third generalisation of a metric space is accomplished by 
retaining the concept of a distance function; however, we generalize 
the range of the distance function and obtain rather surprising re­
sults* 
We note here that generalizations of this sort have been made 
with varying degrees of generality,, The papers of David Ellis L"l] and 
G. B. Price [8 ] are of interest here* In these papers, the main re­
striction on the degree of generalization is the necessity to have some 
sort of order relation in the range space of the distance function. 
Thus, the writers generally require that the range of the distance func­
tion be a subset of some partially ordered space,, 
Definition IV-1; A set A is partially ordered by a relation < 
provided that if x,y,z e A, then 
(l) x < y, y < x imply x ~ y^ and (2) if x < y, y < z, 
then x < z. 
Definition IV-2: A set I is a directed set provided that I is 
partially ordered and satisfies the further property. Given i,j in 
I, there exists a k in I for which i < k, j <, k. 
We sn^ll riiake use of the directed set I as an indexing set. 
Let (R,d) denote the space of real numbers with the metric topology 
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generated by 
d(x,y) '•= | x - y |, x, y e R a 
We shall require that our distance function have values in a product 
space constructed from R„ 
For I as described above, we consider the space G = J7 (R.d) 
iel 
We denote an element of G by (r^). Define an order relation in G 
as follows? 
(*) C1 )^ < i?^) provided if > x[ for some j, then 
there exists a k, k < j, such that r, < x! and r < x' for each 7
 ' k k m ~ m 
m < k. 
If (ri) < (r^ ) and (ri) 4= Up, then we say that (r^ < 
(ri) . l 
Theorem IV-1; G is partially ordered by the relation given in (*). 
Proofr (l) Suppose (r^ < (r^) and (r[) < [x/). Then if r^ > r^ 
for some j, there exists k, k < j, such that r. < r' and r < x' 
°* k k m — m 
for all m < k* Using (r7.) < (r.)> we then have, since x' > r, , 
1 1 K K 
that there exists a p, p < k, such that x' < r , But this is a 
P P 
contradiction since r < r y for each m < k» Thus the assumption 
m — rn 
r. > x'. for some j is false. Hence r. < x! for each k. 
J J J k - k 
By similar argument, we find that r^ < r^ for each k» Hence 
r, = x[ for each k and thus (r, ) = {x!)„ 
k k k k 
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(2) Suppose (r i < I [ ) and (r^) < (r*J* We wish to show that 
(rj_) < (rj). If (r i) = (r^) and (r[) = (r£), the proof is trivial. 
Suppose then that r. > X". for some j. Then either r. > r'. 
or r \> r" or both* Suppose, for definiteness, that r > r'. Then 
3
 ' J j j 
there exists k , k < j, such that r. < r' and r < r' for all i l k 1 k^ m _ m 
m < k . 
l 
Now we consider two cases. 
Case It Suppose r < r for all m < k . Then r, < r. and r < 
r r
 m — m — 1 k k m — 
-1 i 
r" for all m < k . Thus (r.) < (r?). 
m l I - I 
Case lit Suppose r' > T" for some k < k . Then since (r'.) < 
K 2 k 2 2 1 i 
(r'f), we have that there exists a k, k < k such that X! < rf and 
I " 9 2 k k 
r' < T" for all m < k. Therefore r, < rf and r < r" for each 
m — m k k m — m 
m < k. Hence (r^ < (r^). 
So our range space G is partially ordered* 
We define addition in G by (r^) + (r() = (r^ + r^). 
Definition IV-3t A generalized pseudometric g s X X X -» G is a function 
with the properties 
(1) g(x,x) = (0), 
(2) g(x,y) > ( 0 ) , , 
(3) .g(x,y) = g(y,x), 
(4) g(x,z) < g(x,y) + g(y,z), 
for each x,y,z in X. 
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We note that these properties correspond to those of a pseudomet­
ric We could have added the condition if g(x,y) = (0), then x = y, 
to give the metric properties, but we will be more interested in the 
generalized pseudometric as defined above. It will be clear that this 
additional metric property forces the property of Hausdorff in the topo­
logical space we obtain. It will also be clear that this additional 
metric property would give equivalence of generalized metric spaces and 
Hausdorff uniform spaces. 
We proceed to define a topology in X using the generalized dis­
tance function. First, we topologize the range space G. 
Let [i ,i , i^} be any finite subset of 1$ a neighborhood 
of a point (x^) in G is defined as follows: 
N[(r,)] = {{T[) |r. - ri [ < e, k = 1,2, n, £ > 0} . 
£ 1
 ^k \ 
It is easily seen that the collection of all neighborhoods of 
this form is a basis for a topology in X. We use N £ in what follows 
to mean N ((o)). 
Of course, N £ depends on which finite subset of I is chosen, 
but we have this understood and for notational convenience suppress any 
indication of that dependence. 
We are now in a position to define a topology in the space X. 
Given a neighborbood, of (0) in G, we define a neighborhood 
U N (x) for x £ X as U N M = {y|g(x,y) e N £ } • 
Theorem IV-2: The neighborhoods (x) defined .above qualify as a 
£ 
basis for a topology in X. 
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P r o o f ; It is clear that the union of all such neighborhoods is 
equal to the set X. 
Now let (x ) and (x ) be two such neighborhoods whose 
£ H 1 e 2 l 2 
intersection is nonvoid and assume y is an element of the intersection, 
Then clearly, 
g(x ,y) £ N c and g(x ,y) £ N . 
1
 1^ £2 
Now N and N are sets of the form 
£ £ 
1 2 
N = {(r.) |r. |.< e±, k = 1,2, n} 
N fa {(r') |r'. I < £ , k = 1,2, m} 
e2 1 xk * 
Note that the finite subsets of I used in N and N have no 
relation to each other. 
Let 
(a i) = g(x ,y) £ N ; and (b^) = g(xg,y) £ N £ . 
l 2 
Then 
|a | < £ , k 
k 
Let 
1,2, n; and |b, | < e , j = 1,2, m 
2 j 2 
and 
£ = min {£ - |a. |} > 
3
 l £ k < n 1 Xk 
£ = min {e " lb. 1} > 0 . 
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Now let e = min {£ 3, £4}« Then consider N £ defined as 
N £ = J>.) |r. | < £, p = 1,2, M}, 
P 
where p is allowed to run over the finite subset of I consisting of 
the union of the two finite subsets of I used in N and N 
Thus 
max [n,m] < M < n + m, 
It follows easily now that N C N O N , We further claim that 
£ £ £ 
, l 2 
U N (y) C U (x ) O U (x ). For is z £ U (y), then g(y,z) £ N C 
£ £ 1 w e n e e 
1 2 
N H N Therefore Z £ U.T and z £ U„T . Then £ H £„ N N i 2 e e 2 
and the neighborhoods (x) define a topology in X. 
Definition IV-4: The topological space formed by imposing the topology 
generated by the generalized pseudometric g on the set X is called 
a generalized pseudometric space and is denoted by (X,g). 
We are now in a position to prove the following important theorem. 
Theorem IV-3: the generalized pseudometric space (X,g) is a uniform 
space. 
Proof; We will show that we can define a uniformity in X using the 
pseudometric g, Let 
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UN = {.U,y)|g(x,y) e N£}. 
Define the uniformity Z( in X as follows? 
U £ %( if and only if there exists N such that C U. 
£ 
We will show that the uniformity thus defined satifies the properties 
of Theorem III-5, 
(a) Clearly A C f o r every N since g(x,x) = (0)• 
' £ 
(b) Suppose U £ Then there exists such that 
£ 
U N .C U.. Now U N = U" 1 . Further, U^Cu"1 and so U N C IT 1. 
£ £ £ £ £ 
Hence IT 1 £ ^ „ 
(c) Let U £ Then there exists such that C U. 
£ £ 
Then U M ° U M C U.T C U. where the same finite subset of I is 
JM / JM / JM 
£ / 2 6 / 2 £ 
used in defining U . and U M . For if (x,y) £ U M # and (y,z) 
e / 2 
iN' / N ' ~ N / 
V 2 e e / 2 
e I L . , we have g(x,y) £ N / and g(y,z) £ N £ / 2 « T h u s 9( x>y) + 
' e / 2 ' 
g(y^) e N and g(x,z) £ N . 
O C. 
(d) Let U £ V £ Then there exists C U and 
UN C V. Let £ = min {£ 1,£ 2}. Then UN CUflV, Thus uflV £ 7^ . 
£ £ 
2 
(e) Let U e tC and UCvCxxX. Then there exists u*N 
£ 
for which U N Cu Cv and thus Y E 
£ 
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It is not hard to show by standard techniques that the topology 
generated in X by this uniformity is equivalent to the original topo­
logy in (X,g). See Kelly [ 6 ] , Chapter 6» 
An independent proof of this last theorem can be given easily 
by first showing that (X,g) is completely regular, from which it fol­
lows that (jX,g) is a uniform space* This method of proof mimics 
Theorem I1-8* 
Theorem IV-4: If ( x , { p a } ) is a uniform space, then (X,{p a }) is 
homeomorphic to a generalized pseudometric space,. 
Proof: By Theorem III-7, (X,{p a }) is uniformly isomorphic to a sub-
space of the product of the pseudometric spaces (X,p )« Denote the in­
dexing set over which a ranges by M . Let ^77, be the set of all 
o o 
finite subsets of M , 
o 
We define the following generalized pseudometric: 
r 
g(x,y) = (r M), where M 8 ^TtQ 
and 
r M = max [pa(x,y) |cc e M } „ 
We assert that (X,g) is a generalized pseudometric space. We 
first partially order ^LQ by defining for M g e 
M < M if and only if M (~ U . 
1 — 2 1 2 , 
It follows easily that this definition satisfies the properties of 
Definition IV-2. 
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It is also clear that the range of g is a subset of G as 
defined earlier. 
We must show that g is a generalized pseudometric. 
(l) p (x,x) = 0 for each a £ M implies that 
a 
r„ = max [p (x,x)|a £ M ] = 0. 
Hence 
g(x,x) = (0). 
(2) P a^ x^y^ ^ 0 implies that r^ > 0 and hence 
g(x,y) > (0). 
(3) Since p (x,y) = p (y,x), we have 
max [pa(x,y)fcc £ M } = max- {pa(y,x)|CC £ M } . 
g(x,y) = g(y,x) . 
(4) Since p (x,y) + P^Yfz) 2 P Q(x,z), then 
max [pa(x,z)|CC £ M } < max {pa(x,y)|CC E M ] + max [pa(y,z)|CC £ M } , 
g(x,z) < g(x,y) + g(y,z) 
Thus 
so 
and g is a generalized pseudometric. 
We note that a neighborhood 
U
N M = {y|g(x,y) £ N £} in (X,g) 
£ 
is the collection of all y £ X for which p (x,y) < £ for a finite 
subset of {p }• Hence the neighborhood U (x) in (X,g) corresponds 
a
 £ 
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precisely to a neighborhood of [x |x = x} £ T T (X,p ) in the 
a a
 a£M a 
o 
product topology. It follows then that (X,g) is homeomorphic to the 
subspace of T T (X?p ) which consists of only those points all of 
cc£M a 
whose coordinates are equal. But (X,{pa}) is uniformly isomorphic to 
this same subspace. Hence (X, {p a}) a n c* (X,g) are homeomorphic. 
These last two theorems imply the equivalence of uniform spaces 
and generalized pseudometric spaces in the sense that we have defined 
them. 
An easy corollary to the preceding work is that (X,g) is a 
generalized metric space if anpj only if (X,g) is homeomorphic io a 
Hausdorff uniform space. But Hausdorff uniform spaces are equivalent 
to proximity spaces. Thus 
Theorem IV-5: Let (X,P) be a proximity space. Then (X,P) is 
homeomorphic to a generalized metric space. The converse also holds. 
Most of the results of this chapter appear in the paper by 
Keliseh [5-]. 
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